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ABSTRACT
PLAY IN THE WOODS:
THE ROLE OF THE DRAMATURG IN FACILITATING A HOLISTIC,
SLOW THEATER-MAKING PROCESS
SEPTEMBER 2018
CLAUDIA NOLAN, B.A., WELLS COLLEGE
M.F.A, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Harley Erdman
In this thesis, I document the ideas behind and my process for Play in the
Woods, an experiment in slow theater-making that serves as a model for how
dramaturgs can facilitate sustainable, holistic methods of performance. This model
is grounded in feminist theater practices and the aesthetic of poor theater. In
creating the performance of Play in the Woods, I as dramaturg invited participants to
serve as co-creators, individually crafting pieces that examined fairytales and the
role those stories have played on their lives. The performance was held out of doors
at the Amethyst Brook Conservation Area on the afternoon of May 5th, 2018. This
framework allowed for an examination of the role of childhood and memory, as well
as space, place, and the natural world, on my and the other performers’ sense of self
in light of our personal and cultural influences.
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INTRODUCTION
It was not until the afternoon of May 5 2018, as I was performing in Play in
the Woods, that I came to a crucial realization about my thesis project: it was not just
a process of self-discovery but also a eulogy for my father. Richard Nolan passed
away on March 3, 2007, three days before my seventeenth birthday. I had always
had a close relationship with him—he was the one with whom I spent time in the
woods, talked about favorite science fiction and fantasy novels, and wrestled with
my faith. He instilled in me the joy of wandering, the importance of treating
everyone I meet with respect, and the value of slowing down. Much of who I am
today is thanks to him.
Reaching the manifestation of this project has been a long and winding
journey, spanning several continents and taking over a decade to gestate. While I
have always been interested in fairytales, and for a long time have been intrigued by
doing some kind of theatrical examination of them, the specific structure of my
thesis was not immediately apparent. I spent many hours during graduate school
discussing with a friend our common interest in, and simultaneous struggles with,
fairytales from a young age. I knew my thesis would touch on the topic, but how?
One day in the library during my second year, I serendipitously happened
upon the book Mirror, Mirror on the Wall: Women Writers Explore Their Favorite
Tales. I immediately pulled it off the shelf and took it home to peruse the many
different essays by various women authors. The range of styles tones, and
interpretations of different stories intrigued me. As editor Kate Bernheimer states in
the introduction, “I asked writers how fairy tales affected their thinking about
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emotion, the self, gender and culture. Responding to that prompt, each contributor
crafted an essay. The creative range of reply [sic] to that question reflects the very
multiplicity contained within fairy tale literature itself” (xvii-xviii). I wanted to do
something similar for my MFA thesis in dramaturgy. I considered only having
women performers, but ultimately I decided I wanted to explore how fairytales
inform everyone’s identities, not just women’s. And instinctively I knew the
performance had to be out in the woods.
Last summer, I attended the National Arts and Culture festival in
Grahamstown, South Africa, and it was there that I was deeply inspired by two
performance pieces. The first was a performance art piece called Sabamnye noMendi
that explored the sinking of a ship of black South African soldiers in a terrible
accident on their way to fight in World War I. It was performed at night in the
botanical garden, and dealt with the injustices that these men and their families
suffered. The other piece that most inspired me at the festival was a dance piece
entitled Down to a Sunless Sea where the audience were the dancers, and we were
invited to crawl through a giant winding tube and engage as much or as little as we
chose with the materials and creatures we encountered. The piece’s sense of play
and engagement, even as it dealt with the serious issues of malnutrition and nonbiodegradable food packaging waste, was infectious.
Thus Play in the Woods began to take shape. The title was a nod to both the
theatricality of the performance that I wanted to honor, and simultaneously to the
desire to embrace the discovery and joy that is inherent in playing. I wanted to
evoke childlike wonder for the participants and audience alike, and for everyone to
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feel that they could participate and take ownership of their experiences. I wanted
the performers to speak their own truths, and tell their own stories. The audience
would be welcome to participate by gleaning not just their own meaning from the
material, but by actively moving through the space. And the process would work
slowly—much the way natural cycles do. Feminist and lesbian performance studies
scholar Jill Dolan talks about a “slow but sure remaking of the world,” in her Utopia
in Performance (140). Her emphasis on finding hope in the theater, and its ability,
even if only briefly, to help us to conceive of the possibility of a better future was
deeply influential for me. Subsequently, the emphasis in this project is not about
renewal or regrowth, though it contains those things. Rather, in light of Dolan’s idea
of utopianism always looking forward, it is presenting a hope for the future.
Personally, this meant considering how my life can continue to be meaningful and
joyous by embracing what I carry of my father within me. Culturally, it means
recognizing what is both problematic and valuable about the past and using that
knowledge to move forward together, not as a monolith of “humanity”, but as a
unified albeit heterogeneous group of beings on the planet.
As a means of inquiry into these various topics that I could sense
intersected in numerous ways, I chose to spearhead my own project separate from
our departmental mainstage productions. I put out a call to anyone who was
interested in the concept, around the university and in the wider community, to
work with me on creating short pieces about their own experiences with fairytales
and how the stories impacted the performers’ sense of self. The performers would
choose tales that resonated most for them based on their own personal histories
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and cultural backgrounds. I would meet with them to generate material over the
course of the next several months. The performance would be held on May 5th, 2018
at the Amethyst Brook Conservation Area from 2:00 – 4:00 pm. The performers
could come and go during that time, as could the audience. The audience would be
made up both of people who came specifically for the performance and of
unsuspecting people just out for a hike.
This looking backward, around, and forward is not just focused on the
human, but also on the things that surround us—the animals, plants, atmosphere,
soil. Everything that is part of existence has impacted us in some way. Our personal
histories and the way we think about our childhood deeply inform where we have
been and consequently who we are now. Understanding who we all are as human
beings will then hopefully allow us to consider how we interact with other beings
and attempt to (re)make the world in a more inclusive, and sustainable way.
Consequently, I argue that the dramaturg is a central part of the artistic
creation of theatrical work. In making theater, it is crucial to treat all participants as
people in a holistic sense, and as co-creators. Seeing artists as complex people
includes considering our personal histories and memories (which also encompasses
the stories we were told when we were young, such as fairytales), our cultural
contexts, and our sense of place and belonging. By working in a slower process, the
dramaturg can facilitate time and space to account for all of those factors in the
creation of a piece. Moreover, taking a longer time to gestate a project allows for
discovery, interesting connections, and happy accidents—there should be enough
time in the process to have joy in the work and not feel rushed into completing
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things on a capitalistic timeframe. It is through this slower means of working that
we can focus on a “slow but sure remaking of the world.” By trusting in their work,
and in themselves, dramaturgs can aid in the pursuit of gut instincts and the
examination possibilities without needing to be wedded to one initial idea. This
slow theater-making holds out a sense of hope. By exploring multiple possibilities
throughout the process of creating Play in the Woods, the participants and myself
were eventually able to present snippets of the future toward which we aspired out
in the woods on May 5th.
This paper begins by examining my theatrical grounding for Play in the
Woods—my feminist praxis, the poor theater aesthetic I adopted for the project, and
the importance of retaining the title of dramaturg for my role in the process.
Chapter II touches on my theoretical underpinnings in all their glorious variety,
from fairytales to post-humanism to the oral tradition. Chapter III reflects on the
process over the course of the 2017-2018 academic year, and Chapter IV on the May
5th performance itself. One of the challenges of writing about this process is that so
many of these components overlap when looking at a chronological timeline; they
begin to form a web of connections. Thus I have decided to organize things
thematically, and to arrange those topics in as close to a linear process as I am able.
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CHAPTER I
INTENTIONS AND FRAMEWORK
In this chapter, I explore the particular ways of working that I, as a theatermaker, chose to pursue in Play in the Woods. I begin by claiming my work as
feminist, through both the content that I helped the performers create and the
means of working. I then discuss the poor theater aesthetic for the project, and the
information it conveyed about the kind of experience the audience might expect.
Finally I explain why I retain the moniker of dramaturg for my role in this process.

A. My Feminist Praxis
As I began to research feminist theater-making and feminist considerations
of space, claiming my work as feminist came naturally. Many of the concepts and
ways of working I wanted to explore in this process stemmed from a desire to
question traditional processes and hierarchical power structures. One of the first
things I did was to invite anyone that wanted to participate in my project to do so. I
put out the call very publically, and welcomed anyone who contacted me, even if I
did not know them. I was not interested in auditioning people, or in inviting only
specific performers. I believe that people can surprise you by creating something
beautiful and unexpected. I also wanted to give everyone the opportunity to explore
this topic if there was something about the framework that resonated with them.
The pieces were to be about the performers’ experiences with fairytales and
how they shaped their sense of self. Consequently, I wanted to give people a longer
duration of time to work as a part of what I deemed my “slow theater-making”
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process. In this way, I felt that I would be able to entice more people to participate
because they did not have to fit the project into a small window of time but could
work on it as they were able, piecemeal, over several months. I also met with people
individually because I was aware that I was asking them to write very vulnerable
pieces about their childhood, their families, and how they identify who they are
today. Participants shared some very personal material with me. I needed to foster a
relationship with all of my individual participants, some of whom I did not know
before this process. This is not to imply that more traditional forms of theatermaking cannot or do not establish deep levels of trust amongst a community.
Rather, I was building relationships with the participants by serving as both
confidant and as dramaturg/producer, but more importantly I was fostering trust in
themselves. I wanted my participants, some of whom were in high school or
undergraduates in college, to know that their words and voices had value. Their
stories deserve to be heard.
This also became an opportunity for me to work on internalizing some of
these same messages. I worked on being vulnerable and open as I wrote the piece I
would perform. I practiced acknowledging that my project has value, and that I can
say no when people ask to drop out. I also worked on seeing myself as a human
being, and not an art-making machine. By taking a longer duration to work on this
project (and this paper), I was able to give myself time to critically reflect on the
work I was doing and how it was developing. In their article on “Deep Ecology”,
George Sessions and Bill Devall write that
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we, as individual humans, and as communities of humans, have vital needs
which go beyond such basics as food, water, and shelter to include love, play,
creative expression, intimate relationships with a particular landscape (or
Nature taken in its entirety) as well as intimate relationships with other
humans, and the vital need for spiritual growth, for becoming a mature
human being. (313)

I tried very much to take this note to heart, and to remember that the same
argument is made by psychologists with the recognition of Maslow’s hierarchy of
human needs. I fostered an atmosphere of trust, care, and of joy in the work. I
internalized the idea that, “In crafting one's prose, as in going about one's fieldwork,
it is always permissible—and sometimes highly informative—to smile and even to
laugh. It is permissible, too, to be pleased—and sometimes downright impressed—
with things one happens to learn” (Basso 111). I love to learn, and I love to work
with people; this project gave me a great breadth of scope to do both. I tried to pay
that enthusiasm forward, and I found that participants who felt supported and
encouraged gave me a lot back as well.
Jill Dolan’s work on utopia in performance, a transcendent moment of beauty
and communitas between both performers and the audience, was deeply influential
for me as well. Its emphasis on hope and futurity is fully on display in her
introduction, where she states: “live performance provides a place where people
come together, embodied and passionate, to share experiences of meaning making
and imagination that can describe or capture fleeting intimations of a better world”
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(2). Her concept of a “reconstructed humanism” (22) that retains the emphasis of
togetherness and forward momentum of its namesake while making space for a
collective of different ways of thinking and being ties into Teresa de Lauretis’s
concept of “micropolitical practice” or “local resistance.” These ideas stem from an
acknowledgment that the history of feminism is one of resistance with the goal of
changing the world in order to make it a better place, but that it needs to be done on
a smaller scale in order to truly consider the specific oppressions and challenges
that individual women face (Sullivan 27-28).
In an attempt to practice “local resistance,” all of the performers in my piece
were local—either students at UMass or community members from the Pioneer
Valley. I spent time meeting with all of them individually helping them to create
their pieces. As Sue-Ellen Case describes in Feminism and Theatre:

This personal dialogue is created by partners in production rather than by an
absent author who designs it for production in front of a reading or listening
audience. It is a dialogue built on mutuality and intersubjectivity, eliminating
any sense of formal distance of representation. Personal dialogue is not
removed from life, so it operates not by mimesis but by enactment. (46)

The performers were not only asked to tell their own stories through the lens of
fairytales, but they were embodying their own narratives in their voices or
movements. This then made the performance at Amethyst Brook “a public space

where many private worlds [could] be seen and heard . . . a public space where the
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fictional boundaries of the past [could] be our metaphors, rather than our prisons”
(Thulani Davis quoted in Dolan 150). I was drawing on a radical feminist
approach by focusing on the stories, experiences, and feelings of individual
performers, and placing them all on an equal footing (Case 68).
By asking my audience to move, and not the performers, I was disrupting
normative theatrical patterns. Incidentally, this framework caused me to think
about my own desire to be on the move and general sense of unsettledness—
graduate school is the longest I have lived in the same place in a decade. Jane
Rendell’s article “How to Take Place (but only for so long)” explains this
phenomenon eloquently: “Moving is not strange to me; both physically and
emotionally, I am most comfortable in motion. For me, being in motion itself
provides a sense of stability, having left but not-yet-being-there. And it seems I am
not alone. Postmodern feminism is full of stories of travel” (79). I wanted my
audience to find themselves through and between the stories, existing in a liminal
space as they gleaned whatever larger meaning they put together as active
participants. This conceit was particularly important to me because

Women are traditionally defined with specific fixed places, whether literal or
ideological, while the concept of fluidity in respect to femininity carries the
notion of darkness, mysteriousness, and decadence. Nonetheless, the
acknowledgement of the identity of the ‘nomadic subject’ as fluid might serve
to point towards a deconstruction of those static dualisms on which such
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androcentric notions of decadent female fluidity are based. (Stratford 138,
emphasis as in original)

The structure of this piece was centered on the concept of contiguity, which Case
describes as “without closure, the sense of beginning, middle and end, or a central
focus, it abandons the hierarchical organizing-principles of traditional form …and
create a new discourse and form that exhibit the field of female experience” (129).
While discussing feminist directing, which I would expand to feminist theatermaking, Donkins and Clement say that those working on new material,

tend to gravitate away from realism and away from Aristotle, as if in some
deeply intuitive way they recognize a hostile environment. We wonder if
traditional dramatic structure doesn’t routinely impose certain distortions
on women’s lives and women’s experience... perhaps the real issue is control,
the impulse to shape human action into something predictable and
manageable, and to name oneself as the author of that shapeliness. This is
exactly the kind of male narrative that has systematically excluded women
from the beginning of recorded literature, so it is hardly surprising that the
dramatic forms of that narrative hold no particular appeal for women
developing their own work and their own voices. (151)

The above explanation resonated for me because I know that life can be messy and
people uncontrollable. Theater can be used to reflect lived experiences, which do
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not always make sense or fall into neatly organized categories. Creating theatrical
pieces that allow for audience engagement, affective response, and individual
meaning making is consequently a feminist practice.
Thanks to these theoretical justifications, I was affirmed in many of my
decisions to structure Play in the Woods in a more experiential way that
encompassed multiple narratives simultaneously. The performance would thus
reflect the broader-based and inclusive community of performers that stems from
feminist practice. But more than that, my decision to put the performance in a public
space stems from a long tradition. For feminist practitioners, seeing the “personal as
political” and making theater accessible outside of enclosed physical institutions
and even into daily life is foundational. I was intrigued by “the idea of ‘performing
elsewhere’: of occupying non-theatre spaces as well as theatre venues…Performing
in a domestic or community space, while not exclusive to a women’s performance
tradition, constitutes a significant ‘feminist residue’” (Aston xix, emphasis as in
original).
Through this process, I needed to learn to trust myself and my own intuition.
I had a number of instances where people pointed out how many conventions of
traditional hierarchical contemporary theater-making I was throwing out the
window. I struggled to justify, or even explain, them at times. Disregarding the
deeply engrained patriarchal organizational structure was challenging. However,
over the past several months I have learned that,
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To step outside of patriarchal thought means: Being skeptical toward every
known system of thought; being critical of all assumptions, ordering values
and definitions. Testing one’s statement by trusting our own, the female
experience. Since such experience has usually been trivialized and ignored, it
means overcoming the deep-seated resistance within ourselves toward
accepting ourselves and our knowledge as valid. It means getting rid of the
great men in our heads and substituting for them ourselves, our sisters, our
anonymous foremothers. Being critical toward our own thought, which is,
after all, thought trained in the patriarchal tradition. Finally, it means
developing intellectual courage, the courage to stand alone, the courage to
reach farther than our grasp, the courage to risk failure. (Gerda Lerner
quoted in Hairston 237)

I had to learn to be brave, and to trust myself. I needed to know that my own
experiences were valid—exactly what I was affirming for my performers as they
were working on their pieces.*
So, to summarize, I include here the parameters Ruth Morrow established
with her architecture students in an attempt to reconsider space and the way that
we use it, as they succinctly explain the feminist foundations upon which I built my
piece with the performers:

While I discuss later my decision to retain the title of dramaturg as opposed to director, my
theatrical feminist practice has been notably influenced by the work of feminist directors. The
collection Upstaging Big Daddy, from which I cite a number of articles in this thesis, along with
Feminism and Theatre by Sue Ellen Case were deeply informative.

*
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Feminised Space
Process as well as product
User as well as used
Experience as well as Knowledge
Content as well as style
Temporal as well as Frozen
Everyday as well as iconic
Multi-sensorial as well as visual
All-the-spaces-in-between as well as the public/private divide

Feminised Practice
Collective, not always individualistic
Listening, not always telling,
Facilitating, not always controlling
Non-hierarchical, not always Hierarchical
Fluid, not always fixed
Doubtful, not always Certain”
(193, bold and italics and capitals as in original)

B. A Poor Theater Aesthetic
I quickly realized that it was essential that I articulate my aesthetic for Play in
the Woods. People who were excited about the project often either were not clear
about what my expectations were, or they had visions of what they wanted to do
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that did not align with my aesthetic. Consequently, I needed to think about exactly
what I wanted the project to look like.
I knew that I was interested in the idea of the ephemeral or fleeting nature of
magic, storytelling, and the theater, so I wanted the pieces to not need any serious
set-up, and absolutely no technological support. The performance would be out in
the woods for two hours one afternoon, and that was it. Show up, perform, and
leave. I also wanted potential audience members who did not know that there was a
performance happing to be surprised by the show, and perhaps to struggle to
explain it a little bit to someone who wasn’t there. I envisioned performers in some
kind of heightened dress out in the woods talking about the influence of fairytales
on their lives. The decision to have the performers costumed was bipartite—I
wanted the audience to know that this was a deliberate performance, and I wanted
the connections to fairytales to be apparent from a glance.
I also was deeply inspired by the idea of the audience stumbling upon the
performers, even if they were deliberately in the woods that day for the play. The
audience needed to do some work to experience the performance, and then had to
discern their own meaning or take-away from the piece. Their participation was an
integral part of the performance. “Understanding something is not primarily an
effect of a relation of detachment between an observer and something observed.
Rather, it is the significance disclosed in the practical circumstances where the
observer and observed are engaged with each other” (Christensen 26). By being in
the same place and time, the audience and performers were to some degree creating
the experience together. There can be no objective observer because the audience
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has already invested time and effort to be there, and has had a similar experience as
the performers of needing to walk through the woods to get to the performance site.
Bread & Puppet Theater emphasizes the importance of “poor theater” to
their aesthetic and the creation of their work, which is focused on resisting
commodity-production. For the audience, they explain, “free production-for-use
puts all into producing such meaning—if only because the work has to make sense
to the producers who them-selves, free men, will want that meaning… The wealth of
this simplicity of mind lies in the importance of the ideas, their depth &
comprehension” (“A Poor Theatre” 90). They do not try to dictate or necessarily
have a clear narrative arc to the pieces, but allow the audience to take what they will
from the performance. The creation of their productions do not even have a
determined structure. Bread & Puppet explains that “the making of things starts out
with a certain indeterminacy, more as play with material, without too definite an
end-product (specific puppet character, specific play) in mind; but the emergent
product suggests uses, & these uses (a scene, a show) become further specified
through talk between those working” (“A Poor Theatre” 89). The work is collective,
play-based, and focused on a process of discovery. Having attended one of their
shows, I learned that the ticket prices are even pay what you can.
Perhaps the first proponent of poor theater, Grotowski worked very closely
with his actors; establishing a rapport was an integral part of the process for him.
He said,
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There is something incomparably intimate and productive in the work with
the actor entrusted to me. He must be attentive and confident and free, for
our labor is to explore his possibilities to the utmost. His growth is attended
by observation, astonishment, and desire to help; my growth is projected
onto him, or, rather, is found in him – and our common growth becomes
revelation. This is not instruction of a pupil but utter opening to another
person… a total acceptance of one human being by another. (Grotowski 25,
emphasis as in original)

This level of intimacy and trust is something that I tried to emulate through my close
listening, my gentle suggestions, and my empathy to my participants’ vulnerabilities
and personal experiences. I reciprocated by sharing some of my own connections to
the material, and by choosing to create a monologue for the performance as well. I
wanted to give back to my performers the same openness that they had shared with
me.
As Peter Brook says, “shortage of money is not an excuse” (11); and in my
process I was not interested in monetizing the experience by selling tickets, etc. I
also did not want to structure the process around needing many resources. Rather, I
wanted to think about making theater in a more sustainable and ecological way.
Grotowski explained some of his process in Towards a Poor Theater:

By gradually eliminating whatever proved superfluous, we found that theatre
can exist without make-up, without autonomic costume and scenography,
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without a separate performance area (stage), without lighting and sound
effects, etc. It cannot exist without the actor-spectator relationship of
perceptual, direct, ‘live’ communion. This is an ancient theoretical truth, of
course, but when rigorously tested in practice it undermines most of our
usual ideas about theatre. (19)

There are indeed very few necessary components in order for something to be
considered theater. It can be easy to forget that when sitting in technical rehearsals
in a dark proscenium space with dozens of collaborators on and off the stage.
Grotowski’s words were an important reminder and affirmation for me.
I was also inspired by Eeo Stubblefield’s Still Dance with Anna Halprin which
questioned many of the conventions of dance. The pieces are “remarkable for their
absence of typical markers of dance: there is no music, no set choreography, no
specified rhythm, no predictable timing” (Thomas 113). If these performances
where someone rests in the natural landscape and allows it to color their movement
can be considered dance, then by the same token my piece of individual
performances in the woods can be considered theater.
Because of the ephemeral nature of theater, especially a poor theater that has
no set or technical support, the performance of Play in the Woods could end as
quickly as it began. While the performance would be over, and people who were not
present may never know that it happened, the performers’ and audience’s bodies
having been in Amethyst Brook would irrevocably change the place forever. They
shaped the space by interacting with the natural world, even if in miniscule ways—
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shifting the ground on which they stood, swatting a bug that flew by, putting their
hands in the stream. These small interactions can have large ramifications, even if
imperceptible to most human eyes.

C. Retaining the Title of Dramaturg
At various points in this process, I grappled with considering myself a
dramaturg. I was certainly a producer, or perhaps a curator, coordinating all of the
moving pieces and finding a date and place for the performance. One could argue
that I was a director by envisioning the project and bringing it to life. I shy away
from that title, though. Director is a loaded term that for me carries connotations of
power, control, ownership, and decision-making that I was not interested in
exploring, particularly not in this project. Moreover, the title of director retains
hierarchical and patriarchal implications, especially in light of the “auteur director”
who maintains absolute control over every detail of the process. I wanted to foster a
process of co-creation with the participants, and not be seen as the individual in
charge making decrees. While I was instigator of the project, I was no more
important than everyone else involved. Dramaturgy is the process of theatermaking; it is possible to create theater without a specific person serving as director
(as has been done for much of history) just as it is possible to create theater without
one person fulfilling the role of dramaturg.
I determined that it was important for me to retain the title of dramaturg not
just because I am pursuing a graduate degree in it, but because dramaturgy is
inherently an interdisciplinary field. Its very existence relies on its ability to exist in
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the liminal spaces, and the hard-to-define work that is done there. Marin Blažević, in
“Complex In-Betweenness of Dramaturgy and Performance Studies” explains,

The inability or strategic unwillingness to constitute dramaturgy as a
discipline and to institutionalize its practice as authorial or executive activity
enables dramaturgs to question and divert authority regimes and protocols,
thus challenging relations in established social situations. The particular
artistic, social, and political responsibilities of a dramaturg rest on her
volition and competence to cope with the decisive role of dramaturgy in
charging performance with a critique of the power status (assigned to the
director, choreographer, or playwright) and structures (of representational
mechanisms, institutional frames, and protocols, societal hierarchies, etc.).
(Blažević 329)

I have always found it hard to describe, even to people involved in the theater
sometimes, the work that I do without it sounding trite or unnecessary. Thanks to
Blažević’s framing, though, I was able to lean in to the “in-betweenness” and through
it question traditional hierarchies and power structures in theater-making.
By claiming the role of dramaturg, I found myself in a position where I could
comfortably wear different hats. In her Dramaturg as Artistic Instigator, Megan
J. McClain claims that, “Far from being a superfluous outsider, the dramaturg-asartistic-instigator takes artistic risks, co-creates, advocates, and curates. In order to
thrive in our current theatrical landscape, dramaturgs must design their creative
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destinies and choose their own artistic adventures” (7). While I was serving as a
more traditional new-play dramaturg while working with my participants on their
pieces, I was also curating, producing, and, in some ways, directing. My title as
dramaturg allowed me to navigate all of those positions simultaneously.
I did have moments where I felt that I was “not enough” of a dramaturg,
because I was doing less of the types of things I traditionally do while working on a
production—I did not provide research to my participants, discuss the history of
certain tales with them, or finesse in great detail the wording of their written pieces.
However, I reminded myself that these pieces were intended to be a space where
they could share their personal narratives, and that my aim with this project was to
empower the performers to speak their truths rather than to teach a cultural history
lesson on the wider impact of fairytales in society.
My role as dramaturg in this process was also to consider the wider structure
of the performance, and the audience’s potential experience of an immersive, sitespecific piece like this. Cathy Turner’s description of “porous dramaturgy” was
particularly important in this regard:

This notion of the 'porous' is, like the suggestion of an 'embrace’: expressive
of theatre/performance that creates a space, or spaces for what is beyond
itself and is brought to it by an audience... it might be considered in
relationship to a civic need for that encircling 'embrace' (space and holding)
of what is incidental, frictive, contradictory, or of that which produces
meaning in unforeseeable ways. (Turner 200)
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I wanted to be sure that the audience, while perhaps confused or disoriented, did
not feel that there was something “more to get.” My intention through leaving much
of the structure of this project ambiguous and open-ended not only empowered my
performers to create their pieces as they saw necessary and to come and go when
they were so inclined, but also to encourage the audience to play in the woods, and
glean their own meaning from the experience. Whatever they experienced and
thought about it was the thing. I did not want to impose a specific meaning or
reading of the performance. People could walk away from the show with very
different experiences and interpretations, and hopefully not have either sense that
they were wrong.
Consequently, my role as dramaturg was multifaceted. I instigated the
project and fostered interest. I also maintained perspective and considered the
experience from both the point of view of the performer and of the audience. I
attempted to hold simultaneously a micro view as I worked intimately with the
performers one-on-one to create their individual pieces and a macro view as I
considered what the experience of the whole may look and feel like. I put the
framework in light of larger theoretical considerations. And I encouraged people to
take Play in the Woods as it was, affirming everyone’s experiences and responses.
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CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS
I begin this chapter with the caveat that I am by no means attempting to
provide a comprehensive historiographic survey of the myriad disciplines laid out
below. Rather, I intend for it to serve as a space for insight—to touch on the many
different fields of study that I have drawn upon for this work, the concepts that I
found most compelling, and the connections I found between them.
I start with the historical and cultural context of fairytales, as they were the
touchstone for my performers and myself. I then discuss the concept of childhood,
its connection to memory and as the time when most people are introduced to
fairytales. Next I examine the concepts of space and place because I knew that
finding the right locale for the performance was essential. I chose the woods for a
number of reasons, so consequently follow with a section on the woods as a
metaphorical and literal framework. Post-humanism is a means through which I
consider the role that we as humans play performing in the woods, and how our
self-identity is tied up in seeing ourselves as part of something larger. I follow with a
discussion of multicultural and post-colonial considerations, because historically
colonized peoples have not only been marginalized but often equated with nature
and so seen as “less than human.” I then explore the role of storytelling and the oral
tradition to both fairytales and theatrical performances, as this rich history exists in
many cultures around the world. Finally, I come to the idea of slow art making,
because our mechanized world pushes everything to move faster and faster,
preventing us from being in tune with our own natural rhythms.
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Just as one happens upon happy discoveries while out wandering, various
points of convergence emerged in my theoretical research. Some of them were
unexpected, and became clear only as seen as part of a larger whole. Those
connections will be discussed more pointedly in the next chapter’s ruminations on
my process and “Aha!” moments.

A. Fairytales
I begin my theoretical wandering, then, with “once upon a time”—with the
fairytale. I consciously choose here to write it as one word as opposed to the more
common “fairy tale.” I chose to write “fairytales” out of a desire to remove my
framework from the static and historical literary fairy tale, but rather to posit what I
am discussing as stories that are intangible, mutable, collectively owned and created
by the group. My decision to write it as one word was also an attempt to encompass
the relation of fairytales to folktales. However, the term fairytale for me has a more
mythical, magical sensibility than folktale does, whereas the folktale is of necessity
related to its place and the “folk” (derived from the German volk) who live there.
Granted, even the concept of “the folk” is challenging and problematic one
sometimes: “this view of the folk is informed by a universalizing tendency that
completely disregards social, historical, and cultural factors… Both this mythical
peasant and the ensuing notion of a fairy tale untouched by its social or historical
context are ridiculous” (Haase “Yours, Mine, or Ours?” 358). I will continue to
emphasize specific contexts in this paper whenever I am able, and to pointedly
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remark on problematic sweeping generalizations about fairytales that emerged
within their own specific socio-historical context.
But what, exactly, is a fairytale? Even renowned scholars within the field do
not entirely agree. Stith Thompson’s definition merely states that a fairytale is “a
tale of some length involving a succession of motifs or episodes. It moves in an
unreal world, without definite locality or definite characters and is filled with the
marvelous. In this never-never land humble heroes kill adversaries, succeed to
kingdoms, and marry princesses” (cited in Haase “Fairy Tales 323). Donald Haase
responds favorably, agreeing that

its basic elements are those that still surface in many discussions of the fairy
tale: (1) The structure is episodic and constructed primarily on motifs; (2)
the genre is unabashedly fictional, the setting indefinite, and the mode of
reality in which the characters move is supernatural or fantastic; (3)
protagonists overcome obstacles to advance to rewards and a new level of
existence (achieving wealth, power, marriage, and/or social status). (“Fairy
Tale” 323)
Naturally I take issue with Thompson’s definition in particular because it
emphasizes the “hero” who “marries the princess”—the definition leaves no
possibility of questioning patriarchal and heteronormative behaviors and still be
considered a fairytale. Moreover, Thompson and Haase’s definitions do not leave
space for various iterations of the tales, particularly ones with “unhappy” endings
such as Little Red Riding Hood being eaten by the wolf as the conclusion of the story.
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Nor do they include moral tales that have the protagonist revert back to an earlier
state à la Pushkin’s “The Tale of the Fisherman and the Fish” whose wife finally
wishes too much of the magic carp and causes them to lose everything they gained,
directly contradicting number three in the quote above.
Defining fairytales can also be challenging because many descriptions
contain contrasting, if not contradictory, ideas about what fairytales are or should
do or be. Haase goes on to say:

While some definitions point to the genre’s entertainment value as a defining
feature, others single out the fairy tale’s role in moral instruction and
socialization. Still others stress its utopian purpose, its role in projecting a
better society and modeling strategies for survival and empowerment. The
genre seems clearly to have a variety of possible functions—not a single
purpose—and these will hinge on the social, cultural, and historical contexts
of a given fairy tale’s production and reception, as well as its target audience.
Openness to the diversity of the fairy tale once again gives us more insight
into its nature than does the focus on a single function. (“Fairy Tale” 324)

Thus the structural framework of the tales is as multiplicitous as interpretations of
the tales themselves. As Marina Warner says, “Fairy tale as a genre carries within it
a contradiction between conformity and revolt”—the desire for utopianism albeit in
a conservative form, often presenting traditional gender roles although they can be
questioned particularly in more recent retellings (154). Fairytales allow for, and
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even rely on, contradictions. These various and divergent meanings are part of what
give the tales their enduring power. Bruce Handy in his excellent Wild Things: The
Joy of Reading Children’s Literature as an Adult, claims, “It is a tribute to the cultural
elasticity of fairy tales that on the one hand, we can stereotype them as simplistic or
naïve or, perhaps most to the point, childish, while on the other hand… [many] are
so gruesome and bleak, even barbarous, as to raise the question whether they
should be thought of as children’s literature at all” (44).
As with all cultural products, the fairytale can impart social expectations,
moral lessons, or even rejections of cultural norms and so it is important not to
think of them as mere fluff, especially when considering them educational material
for children. Fairytales, like all good stories, contain a grain of truth—something for
the reader/listener to grasp onto as understandable and relatable. There is a
validation of lived experiences and reality in the tales, even if through a magical
lens: “Even people who have never known hunger, let alone a murderous
stepmother, still have a sense—from dreams, from books, from news broadcasts—
of utter blackness, the erasure of safety and comfort and trust. Fairy tales tell us that
such knowledge, or fear, is not fantastic but realistic” (Acoella).
I do not intend to imply that fairytales only serve the purpose of discussing
cruelty and sadness in the world. The fairytale genre allows for stories that explore
the lived reality of our world, which contains both trials and successes. Max Lüthi, in
his treatise on the nature of fairytales, says that, “The miracle is not a cause of
wonderment in the fairy tale…Rather, it is an essential element permeating all
things; it is part of the fairy tale’s vital substance. Everything can enter into
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relationship with everything else: that is the actual miracle, and at the same time the
simple foregone conclusion in the fairy tale” (76). The magic, the mystery, the hope
that exists in fairytales is one of their most enduring and beautiful features. It is
precisely because they contain this element of the fantastical that we as
listener/reader feel invited into the world, and encouraged to dream. Nothing is too
small, or too large, to exist in the fairytale. As Francis Lee Utley, the translator of
Lüthi’s book, reminds us, “Fantastic and wondrous as fairy tales seem, they are
closer to humanity than we think or perhaps care to admit” (18).

1. A Briefest History of the Fairytale
Jack Zipes is one of the preeminent fairytale scholars living today. He
provides a comprehensive history of the concept of fairytales in his introduction to
The Oxford Companion to Fairy Tales. Choosing to use the term “wonder tale” as a
more comprehensive catchall phrase than “fairy tale” (discussed in more detail in
the next section), he says that the wonder tale began as early as the Middle Ages.†
Zipes argues authors from the 14th through 17th centuries like Boccaccio, Chaucer,
and Basile were precursors to the literary fairy tale. The stories existed in both
written forms for the aristocracy and the clergy, and in oral form for the peasantry.
These forms drew upon chronicle, myth, legend, anecdote, etc. The literary fairytale

†

I preface this section with the acknowledgement that it is very Eurocentric. Part of that stems from
the fact that the terminology of “fairytales” is related more directly to European and North American
traditions, whereas terms like “folktale” are more widely used when exploring the topic
internationally. Because of my own personal ethnicity as an American with German, English, and
Irish ancestry, as well as my greater familiarity with European and North American fairytales than
with folktales around the world, I have chosen to let these parameters stand. Considering that entire
books have been written on this subject, the superlative “briefest” describes my overview of the topic
here.
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emerged as its own genre in 1690s France, especially with female writers like
Madame d’Aulnoy and also with male writers like Charles Perrault. Eventually,
many of the stories were coopted by the bourgeoisie and reframed as a kind of
morality tale for children in both published and spoken form. The tales also were
used in establishing nationalistic norms, especially through German Romanticism
(the era in which the Grimms were collecting and writing). The emergence of
nineteenth century fairy tale writers like Hans Christian Andersen and J.M. Barrie
attempted to reject the social influence of industrialization and bureaucracy through
their assertion of the “natural individual” whose genius helped to “question the
value system upheld by the dominant socialization process and to keep wonder,
curiosity, and creativity alive”. With the advent of motion pictures in the twentieth
century, fairytales were able to be disseminated more widely and more rapidly than
ever before. Walt Disney’s 1937 Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs was the dawn of a
new era that still echoes today. Disney’s films of the mid-twentieth century (and
again at the end of the century) became many children’s singular version of
fairytales, informing cultural mores like gender roles and racial expectations.
Around the same time, the Nazis in Germany embraced the Grimm Brothers’ tales to
emphasize the power of the Aryan race, particularly through their use in schools as
tools of moral indoctrination and anti-Semitism found in many of later editions of
the stories. Later in the century, the counter-culture of 1960s and 1970s led to a
flourishing of political and feminist retellings of the tales by authors such as
Hermann Hesse, Angela Carter, and Jane Yolen to name but a few (Zipes
Introduction xvi-xxxi).
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The Grimms are likely the best known collectors, and arguably
author/adaptors, of fairytales. The brothers “grew up in the febrile atmosphere of
German Romanticism, which involved intense nationalism and, in support of that, a
fascination with the supposedly deep, pre-rational culture of the German peasantry,
the Volk” (Acoella). The brothers claimed that the stories they collected were from
peasants, and so had existed in the more or less same form for centuries. However,
their primary sources were actually governesses and women of the emerging
middle-class, hardly members of the “mythical peasant Volk” they supposedly were
citing. Moreover, the Grimm brothers re-wrote the tales in later editions to be more
palatable for bourgeoisie households, providing morals at the end of tales and
removing some of the more scandalous components.
But the Grimm brothers were not the first collectors of fairytales, nor were
they the first to conceive of the stories as being for children. Zipes argues that most
literary historians claim that “the point of origin of the literary fairy tale for children
is with Charles Perrault's Contes du temps passé (1697); …[however] Perrault never
intended his book to be read by children but was more concerned with
demonstrating how French folklore could be adapted to the tastes of French high
culture and used as a new genre of art within the French civilizing process” (Fairy
Tale as Myth 17). Rather, he claims that the first literary fairytale for children was
governess Mme. Le Prince de Beaumont’s 1756 version of “Beauty and the Beast,”
which was geared toward teaching young women how to become ladies. Zipes
argues that her work served as a template for institutionalizing fairytales for
children. This was accomplished through a number of strategies:
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(1) the social function of the fairy tale must be didactic and teach a lesson
that corroborates the code of civility as it was being developed at that time;
(2) it must be short so that children can remember and memorize it and so
that both adults and children can repeat it orally; this was the way that many
written tales worked their way back into the oral tradition; (3) it must pass
the censorship of adults so that it can be easily circulated; (4) it must address
social issues such as obligation, sex roles, class differences, power, and
decorum so that it will appeal to adults, especially those who publish and
publicize the tales; (5) it must be suitable to be used with children in a
schooling situation; and (6) it must reinforce a notion of power within the
children of the upper classes and suggest ways for them to maintain power.
(Zipes Fairy Tale as Myth 33)

Through this claim, I would agree that many of those parameters still stand today.
While the history discussed here was focused on Europe in particular, there
was decidedly fruitful cross-pollination between stories from other parts of the
world and Europe, as well as overt appropriation. For example, also during the early
eighteenth century, the Arabian Nights was translated into French by the Orientalist
Antoine Galland, then anonymously into English, and became incredibly popular.
Warner discusses how “the confluence of the European fairy tale with the
Orientalizing tale was crucial; many of the defining features of the genre crystalized
in the process. In this way, popular fairytale, with its roots in what was to be called
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folklore, intertwined and cross-fertilized with Oriental tales that had been refined
by Galland’s renderings” (Warner 47-49). While this was not the only, nor the first,
depiction of “the East” in the imagination of Western Europeans, it was certainly a
highly influential one.

2. Why Are They Called “Fairy” Tales?
As mentioned above, the term “fairytale” can be misleading, as most of the
tales do not, in fact, include fairies. The idea of fairies has been around for centuries,
though their popularity has waxed and waned. In the late sixteenth century,

the oral tradition and the ‘realistic’ novellas and stories remained dominant
in Italy. This was also the case in Great Britain. Although there was a strong
interest in fairylore in the 1590s, as indicated by The Faerie Queene (1590-6)
written by Sir Edmund Spenser, who was influenced by Italian epic poetry,
and although Shakespeare introduced fairies and magical events in some of
his best plays such as A Midsummer Night’s Dream and The Tempest, the
trend in English society was to ban the fairies and to make way for
utilitarianism and puritanism. (Zipes Introduction xxii)

The term fairytale emerged first in French in the late seventeenth century with
Madame D'Aulnoy’s Les Contes des Fées in 1697-98, followed closely by Chevalier de
Mailly’s Les Illustres Féés in 1698, as well as Madame de Murat’s Contes de Féés in
1698. These were literary fairytales, written explicitly by members of the
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aristocracy for their own amusement, but they were deemed fairytales because they
had fairies as central characters, often with significant powers and complex
societies and politics of their own.

In English, the term was first used in 1749, casually by Horace Walpole, and
with self-conscious purpose when Sarah Fielding called a story embedded in
The Governess, published in 1749: ‘The Princess Hebe: A Fairy Tale.’ The
German term ‘Märchen’ points to the origins of the stories in the notion of
news, reports, tall tales, rumors, and gossip – in short of talk and social
exchanges. (Tatar Cambridge 4)

Likely even those writing fairytales, whether the stories contained actual fairies or
not, did not believe in magic. Rather, most fantastical tales were written as though
they occurred to someone else (Gulliver’s Travels being a notable exception). “This
form of surrogacy, which transposes belief on to another, occurs frequently in the
history of fantasy, and many writers at different times have engaged passionately by
proxy in the fairy world” (Warner 15). This distancing effect allowed authors and
readers/listeners to engage with the story from a remove; they could explore the
motifs of the tale without necessarily claiming to be a believer in magic themselves.
The fantasy could then be “real” or metaphor.
The way that we think of fairies has, of course, changed over time and is as
much a cultural product as the tales themselves. Tatar puts it eloquently:
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There is magic in these tall tales, and the presence of enchantment is perhaps
the defining feature of the genre. We are not so much in the realm of fairies
as in the domain of what J. R. R. Tolkien referred to as Faërie, that ‘Perilous
Realm’ where anything can happen… It is no surprise that the term ‘wonder
tales’ has been proposed and embraced as an alternative to the misleading
‘fairy tale.’ (Tatar Cambridge 4-5)

Now, it is the magic, the surreal-ness of the story that make us consider a tale to be a
fairytale, instead of solely ones that include small woodland creatures. Interestingly,
the etymology of the name of the genre connects their contemporary meaning back
to their historical import. “The terms fées and faerie derive originally from the Latin
Fatum, the thing spoken, and Fata, the Fates who speak it” (Rowe 306-307).
Fairytales linguistically connect back to myth, and so to community. Our attempt to
understand the world through stories, including magical stories, comes in part
through speaking and communal experience.

3. My Selection of Stories to Include
I struggled determining what exactly would qualify as a fairytale for Play in
the Woods. The stories that fall into that category seem self-evident, but after some
discussion with interested participants, I realized that I needed to establish clear
parameters for myself and for the performers. To me, there is enough of a difference
between a fairytale and a myth, as well as between a fairytale and a fable, that I did
not want to include either of those latter categories. I did not want to include myths
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because they fall into religious categories and are from particular cultures and
general historic eras (think of Norse gods or ancient Greek mythology). I did not
want to include fables because they are overtly moralizing tales that have a clear
“correct” interpretation. While some fairytales have been presented that way,
because of the many iterations of even one tale, they can hold more ambiguity. I also
did not want to include later “original” fairytales, particularly those that were
written in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries such as Alice in
Wonderland or Peter Pan. While many riffs on those stories have made their way
into contemporary popular culture, they have a specific authorship that I did not
want to have as a part of the discovery process for my performers.
Consequently, I had a fairly specific historio-cultural context in which my
fairytales fall. Because so much of the history of fairytales is in the oral tradition, my
reference point becomes many of the collectors of fairytales and folklore which
began in earnest in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. The Grimm
brothers believed themselves to be “rescuing” the tales from obscurity, as
industrialization caused a shift in daily work-habits and thus the seeming
disappearance of things like the fairytale (Acoella). They were collectors of tales, but
only of a specific subset of the population, and then they deliberately transformed
the tales as they saw fit for younger audiences in later editions. As Lüthi says, “It
must now be clear that the Grimm brothers did not retell the fairy tales exactly as
they heard them. On the contrary, they carefully edited them, simplifying or
embellishing them according to their poetic inclinations and pedagogical intentions”
(28). And that even “though Wilhelm tried to Christianize the tales, they still invoke
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nature, more than God, as life’s driving force, and nature is not kind” (Acoella). By
understanding that the Brothers Grimm themselves knowingly changed the tales to
fit the zeitgeist and their own personal ideologies, I felt further empowered to allow
myself and encourage my participants to make those same kind of challenges to the
stories they received in childhood.
But more than that, the universalizing tendency many people now have
regarding fairytales—while not wholly bad—removes some of the cultural
specificity and the power that knowing the time and place a story was told has over
how one interprets it. For example, “The Grimm brothers are re-presented as
culturally transcendent figures who, like their stories, have a universal spirit. This
cultural transcendence also leaves them susceptible to appropriation, or as some
have argued, ‘Americanization’” (Johnston 66). This “American as universal” concept
is deeply troubling, and becoming more widespread in the larger contemporary
American milieu. In fairytales, the trope is doubly so due to the pervasiveness of the
Disney films and the post-World War II reaction to (re)claiming the Grimm’s tales
from the hands of the Nazis, as it were.
The process of collecting the tales and writing them down, however, served
also to remove the agency of the oral storyteller. It speaks to a larger

hegemonic view of cultural production among subordinate groups: The
subaltern do not produce, they reproduce. This applies not only to European
peasants, of course, but also to other categories of subalterns – women, for
instance. In fact, the phrase aptly captures the role assigned to women in the
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bourgeois household, bearing and raising children and nurturing the family,
while the man of the house ventures into the public arena to carry out
productive work... They were closer to nature than men, defined by their
bodies and emotions rather than their intellect, their procreative powers
rather than their creative originality. In the bourgeois imagination, peasants,
women, and children merge. They all fall short of the ideal of the universal
individual subjecthood to which modern man aspires, for which the original
[adult, male, bourgeois] author was the ultimate icon. (Hafstein 23, emphasis
as in original)

Hafstein raises an important point that work created collectively or that was shared,
or even just seen as focused on the family, was and is considered less-than or not
important. Thus the act of storytelling was seen as “re-producing” and not
generating something new and original. As anyone who has ever told or heard a
story knows, it will never be exactly the same twice. Its existence in the moment,
while the teller and listener both change over time, causes it to be new every telling.
The words used are almost never exactly the same, and the storyteller has the
power to change it at a moment’s notice, or even to create a new yarn inspired by an
old tale.
Consequently, one of my desires for this project was to take “un-authored,”
collectively created and owned stories, and to value them for exactly that; to
embrace the shared nature of fairytales and for my performers to find themselves in
the telling of their pieces, and the connection to these stories, as part of a larger
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tradition. This still allowed for a wide spectrum of what tales could be included,
though, as I hoped people would draw on their own cultural and personal
backgrounds. Having participants of different cultural groups and nationalities, I
knew that there were stories from around the world that would fall into these loose
parameters I had established.

B. Childhood
The history of childhood is a long and varied one. Here I focus on how today’s
concepts of childhood inform the ways in which adults interact with children, create
or share “stories for children” such as fairytales, and how all of the above are
actively shaped by our contemporary culture.
The idea of childhood did not fully emerge in Europe until the late eighteenth
century. Indeed, in the Middle Ages,

In the [theological] conceptual outlook of the day there was no room for the
concept of childhood because of the identification between man and nature,
as a result of which the life cycle was described as analogous to that of
nature, including only the periods of birth, life, and death. In such a system
there was no place for the period of childhood, the lack of which in the
conceptual framework was no doubt strengthened by the poor chances of
survival of children and their high mortality rate, winch rendered their
continued existence utterly uncertain. (Shavit 318)
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Thus even the notion of childhood as a separate developmental stage in life is a
relatively recent Western phenomenon, much less the notion of art or literature
specifically for them.
But more contemporaneously, there has been a shift to include the idea of the
“child within” as a part of the healthy adult psyche. As Gloria Steinem said in her
preface to the Free to Be… You and Me book, “The children we once were are inside
us still” (9). Something that I and many others appreciate about children is their
sense of wonder, exploration, and fearlessness. “To children, life is full of mysteries.
Childhood is a time of questioning and wondering. It is a time of testing the real and
the unreal, of finding one’s place between the realms of nature and society and
between the natural and the supernatural” (Bronner 161). This openness to the
world and all it has to teach is an important part of fairytales as well. Children make
these discoveries through play and storytelling. Play, much like fairytales, comes
from a kernel of truth and can be genuine expression even if through an exaggerated
form. “Essential to playing is the suspension of possible outcomes: allowing, in a
moment, for your play to take any number of directions. Such uncertainty requires a
kind of not knowing, and openness to action within this state of indeterminacy”
(Cecire et al. 11, emphasis as in original). Children are not inhibited by this not
knowing, but rather liberated. It gives them the opportunity to choose from a wide
variety of options, and to see a breadth of possibilities.
In Jungian psychology, archetypical figures represent different psychological
needs and roles that we fulfill. Particularly important here is the child archetype:
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One of the essential features of the child motif is its futurity. The child is a
potential future…. It is therefore not surprising that so many of the
mythological saviours are child gods. This agrees exactly with our experience
of the psychology of the individual, which shows that the “child” paves the
way for a future change of personality. In the individuation process, it
anticipates the figure that comes from the synthesis of conscious and
unconscious elements in the personality. (Jung quoted in Segal 27)

Jung sees the concept of the child as a crucial part of the individual’s growth and
ego-development. For me, the emphasis on “futurity” within the child archetype
holds out hope for change, and for a better future. In life, childhood is the time
where the world is still open—many decisions and events are still to happen.
Consequently, as an intellectual concept, embracing the child archetype within an
adult fosters a belief in future possibilities. There is more to come, and we have the
power to help shape the world in a positive way because we are still alive. In a world
that is so chaotic and divided, this hope and belief in change is particularly
important.
However, it is easy to conceive of children as metaphors (much like we do
with “Nature” as explored in a later section), and to disregard them as autonomous,
intelligent human beings. In discussing her concept of queer childhood’s “sideways
growth” (507), Kathryn Bond Stockton says,
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the child [is] made strange though appealing to us by its all-important
innocence. Here is why ‘innocent’ children are strange. They are protected
from what they approach: the adulthood against which they must be defined.
Adults walk the line—the impossible line—of keeping the child at once what
it is (what adults are not) and leading it toward what it cannot (at least, as
itself) ever be (what adults are). Innocent children are seen as normative but
also not like us, at the same time. (513-514)

Childhood, by its very nature, is defined against that which it is not—namely,
adulthood. Consequently, adults thinking and writing for and about children have to
walk the line of knowing that they too once were, but are no longer, children.

1. Childhood Memory
Memory is one of the least understood parts of the mind. This is doubly true
of childhood memories. Because many adults are so far removed from childhood
both temporally and for many contemporary Western adults geographically as well,
recollection is a tricky thing. “This conceptual space of childhood is one to which
adults may attempt to return or reclaim, as if it were a physical place that they once
inhabited. But such realms are frequently closed to even those adults that remember
them” (Cecire et al. 1). There is no possible way to return to the places and ideas of
our childhood, as both we and the places have changed over time. But perhaps more
importantly, we only recall certain memories at certain times, as they become
pertinent, sometimes in ways more obvious than others. By being more open and
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receptive to our memories and histories, “memory becomes more than a vessel of
information and detail that we accurately or inaccurately, completely or
incompletely, draw upon. Memory is also a response to the moment: information
that we need to recall because it relates to the present” (Schneider 15).
Of course, some of our strongest memory recalls relate to sensory
experiences. Cultural anthropologist Nadia Seremetakis argues that, “sensory
memory or the mediation on the historical substance of experience is not mere
repetition but transformation that brings the past into the present as a natal event”
(quoted in Pink 44). The mere act of remembering thus becomes an activity of the
moment, something that we are doing “in real time.” This causes memories even of
events that occurred many years ago to feel real and relevant, “of the moment,”
having been integral to the shaping of ourselves. Affective theory has begun to make
inroads into the examination of how our psyches and our physiological responses
are intimately and deeply connected, shaping both us and our experience in the
world over time.
In Gaston Bachelard’s engaging treatise The Poetics of Reverie: Childhood,
Language, and the Cosmos, he explores how our childhood only exists within us
through our reveries of it. Discussing creative gestation, Bachelard posits, “one
could scarcely develop a psychology of the creative imagination if he did not succeed
in distinguishing clearly between imagination and memory. If there is any realm
where distinction is especially difficult, it is the realm of childhood memories, the
realm of beloved images harbored in memory since childhood” (Bachelard 20
emphasis as in original). The imagination in childhood is so vivid that it can be
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difficult to tell from the recesses of the adult memory what in fact was “real” and
what was “merely imagined.” He goes on to say,

It is there [in reverie] that the being of childhood binds the real with the
imaginary, that it lives the images of reality in total imagination. And all these
images of its cosmic solitude react in depth in the being of the child; aside
from his being for men, a being for the world is created under the inspiration
of the world. That is the being of cosmic childhood… The cosmicity of our
childhood remains within us… If the senses remember, aren’t they going to
find, within some archaeology of the perceptible, these ‘mineral dreams,’
these dreams of the ‘elements,’ which attach us to the world in an ‘eternal
childhood.’ (Bachelard 108-109)
Our memories are not only what help to shape us into who we are, they are a direct
engagement with the world, both past and present, a nexus between sensory and
mental response. Thus the worlds that we made or believed in in childhood are
actually an integral part of how we see and shape the world around us today.
By recalling our childhood memories, we are able to re-member the affective
responses we had in the moment. Considering how the role of imagination in
childhood informs both our experiences at the time and how we conceived of our
potential futures, we can again broaden our horizons and think about how to reimagine, and hopefully re-make, the world around us moving forward. The hope of
futurity springs eternal from our childhood memories.
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2. Children and Fairytales
Today, many people think of fairytales as falling squarely in the realm of
children’s literature. This is in part due to the history of trivializing the tales as a
part of a larger convention of seeing domestic, or “women’s”, work as inferior. By
trivializing the work that historically women did in the household, everything that
women did began to be seen as less significant. Relegating fairytales to the domestic
sphere, a space for women and children (who, particularly in the Victorian era were
often equated), the stories were framed as trivial. Considering the stories as
“feminine” or “childish” thus removes consideration of their cultural and
educational power for many people.
Part of the appeal of fairytales is that so many people are able to project
themselves into the stories because the worlds are magical and simultaneously
relatable, and because the characters do more than they think, and thus do not have
much psychological depth. Anyone could be a prince or a princess, a witch or a troll.
“Beyond the chase scenes and last-minute rescues are serious dramas that reflect
events taking place in the child’s inner world. Whereas the initial attraction of a fairy
tale may lie in its ability to enchant and entertain, its lasting value lies in its power
to help children deal with the internal conflicts they face in the course of growing
up” (Cashdan 10). They serve an educational purpose as well as entertainment.
Children can see the world they live in reflected in the tales, albeit distanced from
their experiences of everyday life. The stories empower the listener. “Children in
fairy tales are by no means helpless; many of them free themselves by their own
ability and cunning. The fairy tale shows not only that children have need of care
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and protection, it also gives them the ingenuity to make their way and to save
themselves” (Lüthi 65). As has been discussed above, the tales can be read through
multiple lenses—that of encouraging children to pursue their own destinies and to
fight the ogres, and/or that things will all work out in the end if they wait patiently
enough.
A discussion of children and fairytales quickly wades into the territory of
psychology. Carl Jung founded his own branch of analysis

which values fairy tales as the creation of humanity’s collective unconscious.
His theories about the archetypes encountered in the stories—the Maiden,
the Crone, the Eternal Youth, and others—are gaining in popularity and have
also profoundly shaped the trust in fairy tales as coded wisdom about how to
grow up, how to pass safely through the stages of life, and the ordeals and
choices the passage brings. The belief that the stories have the power to lead
by example and shape character, especially gender, to engineer social
citizens, and inculcate values and ideology has been widely held and is still
accepted[, e]ven if we are persuaded (as I am) that fairy tales are somehow
‘real’ documents of the past. (Warner 125-126)

Jung was not the only twentieth century psychologist to be deeply inspired by the
role that fairytales play in our lives, however. Considering fairytales in light of
children’s developmental growth, Freudian psychologist Bruno Bettelheim is
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preeminent. While many of his beliefs are now questioned, some of his work has
made its way into the mainstream.

Bettelheim took three decisive steps: he declared, first, that fairy tales arise
in the unconscious, encode universal human experiences, especially from
infancy to adolescence, and offer adults as well as children a blueprint for
understanding the feelings and problems of growing up. Sexual symbolism
pervades the stories, in a form that communicates states of maturity and
helps adjust to them. Secondly, he affirmed that analyzing the tales as if they
were an individual’s dreams can uncover the latent material buried under
the narrative about the development of a person—their “maturation” from
childhood to adulthood in relation to family members and objects of desire…
Thirdly and most importantly, Bettelheim maintained that the chilly brutality
and bloodthirsty vengeance of Grimm fairy tales are ultimately good for
children. They can project themselves into the plots, which then provide an
outlet for the feelings of hostility and rage they have towards their parents
and their siblings—enchantments can be used to overcome the ravages of the
Oedipus complex. (Warner 121-123)

Obviously, Bettelheim’s work is hugely problematic, including his “universalist”
assumptions of common meanings across cultures that actually stemmed from a
very specific time and place of post-World War II. His heternormative expectations
of relationships, rather male-centric if not outright misogynist gender roles, and
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repressive moralizing also stemmed from a particular culture. Many of his thoughts
can be directly attributed to the influence of his time in Holocaust concentration
camps as a boy; he was later accused of emotionally and physically abusing children
in his care (Warner 124 and Haase “Yours, Mine, or Ours?” 359). Bettelheim’s
Freudian training is also evident in his interpreting symbols in fairytales in the same
way one does in dreams. This is a limited reading of the stories because most
iterations of a fairytale can change some of the ancillary content or symbols without
“changing” the story, much like how the meaning of symbols in dreams has as much
or more to do with the individual and their relationship to things in the real world
than to any kind of “universal” meaning. Lastly, the attempt to relate everything to
sex is frustrating to me even on an individual level as it leaves no space for different
interpretations of sexual imagery (not all women see every tall building as a
“phallus”, for example), for people who are not heterosexual, and for people who are
asexual or demisexual, to provide just a few examples. Different people experience
desire and attraction differently, and the tales can still be resonant on many other
levels beyond merely “sleep with our mothers and kill our fathers” as Feud’s Oedipal
complex and Bettelheim’s interpretations imply.
There is no one reason that people are attracted to fairytales. They can do as
many different things for people as there are different versions of Cinderella. Gloria
T. Blatt makes the case in her introduction to Once upon a Folktale: Capturing the
Folklore Process with Children that,
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even though all of us, young and old, relish experiences with the oral
tradition, the reasons why children are fascinated with folklore have not
always been clear. Some say that young people enjoy folklore because the
stories are like their own daydreams… Others say that the smooth, seamless
stories, the predictable plots, the stereotypical characters, and the rhymes
and songs that are so easily learned, play a part in children’s delight. There is,
after all, a certain pleasure in hearing a highly predictable story with a rhyme
that is easily learned. Still others theorize that children enjoy such stories
and rhymes so much because they are perfectly suited to their development.
(3)

Perhaps one of the most compelling and important things about fairytales and
children for me is to remember that they need not become static and inert. Children
are incredibly agile, they take what they receive and play with it—be it food or
stories. The stories that we learn in some ways become ours. Consequently, “we
claim fairy tales in every individual act of telling and reading… adults can also
encourage the creative reception of fairy tales. In other words, children can make
fairy tales their own by creating and re-creating their own versions” (Haase “Yours,
Mine, or Ours? 361-363). As Jorgensen reminds us in her examination of the use of
fairytales in her gender studies class, “Critically analyzing and creatively engaging
with a genre such as the fairy tale are not mutually exclusive operations… just as
[students] are able to rewrite fairy-tale texts, they are able to rewrite sexual scripts.
Just as the Disney versions of tales are not in and of themselves bad, the
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heteronormative sexual scripts inculcated by society are not bad, though they can be
harmful when presented as the only option for how to live, love, and be” (227, 238).
Considered in this light, fairytales are neither inherently moralizing and
repressive nor necessarily radical reconsiderations of society. The tales serve as the
mirrors children hold up to society, reflecting and refracting what they see around
them. The tales can be used to make sense of the world they see, to serve as
examples of what they consider to be positive standard-bearers and tools to play
with the ways in which they want to restructure other elements of the world.
Thinking of the telling and re-telling of fairytales as a means of giving children
agency, I was inspired to foster a similar sensibility in the participants. I wanted
them to feel as free to play with and question the tales as children do. I hoped the
audience, too, would feel empowered to go when and where they wanted, and to
take the material they received and engage with it on a personal level.

C. Space and Place
Place is a term used colloquially without much thought, and to refer to any
number of different concepts without parsing semantic ambiguities. Because I will
be speaking about the importance of place as a complex and loaded term, especially
as it pertains to the creation of my site-specific performance, I will start with a
working definition. In her encyclopedia on folklore, Rosina S. Miller succinctly
summarizes in her definition of “place” the work of scholars Yi-Fu Tuan and Edward
Casey, as well as philosophers Michel de Certeau, Edward Soja, and Henri Lefebrve.
They argue that place is a concept; a “sense of place” is collaboratively produced and
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continually reproduced through people’s subjective and emotional attachment
conveyed via forms of artistic and self-expression and communication. Thus the idea
of “place” is never finished or complete because it is always in the state of becoming
(Miller 999). Tim Cresswell concludes that place “becomes an event rather than a
secure ontological thing rooted in notions of the authentic. Place as an event is
marked by openness and change rather than boundedness and permanence’’ (39).
To keep the terminology discrete, Tuan succinctly states that “‘[s]pace’ is more
abstract than place. What begins as undifferentiated space becomes place as we get
to know it better and endow it with meaning” (quoted in Cecire et al. 2).
Place, much like personhood, is always in a continual state-of-becoming; it is
not fixed. “Places, when lived in and worked upon by people…hold together layers of
history and social meaning in their physicality” (Cecire et al. 9). Consequently
humans imbue places with meaning only in connection to the events that have or
have not occurred there. Thus our and others’ experiences in relation to a space are
what make it a place, and so help us to locate ourselves geographically and
temporally.
Interestingly, this concept begs comparison to the concept in physics of
space-time, and how both are intrinsically interconnected in our perception of the
universe. Neither space nor time can exist without the other. Arguably, then, we are
continually making places by the way that we think of and act within/around them.
Moreover, the larger concept of space is about relations, of concepts and of
space-times in order to derive meaning. Doreen Massey in For Space writes how
“Space [is] the product of interrelations; as constituted through interactions, from
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the immensity of the global through the intimately tiny… [it is] the sphere of the
possibility of the existence of multiplicity in the sense of contemporaneous plurality
… always under construction … a product of relations-between” (9). Consequently,
by its very nature, space is always existing in an transient now, a looking backwards
at all of the events—temporal, geographic, animalistic, technological—that have
shaped it, and looking forward to all of the events that could potentially shape it
further.
Massey’s work resonated with me on a number of levels. She says, “Imagining
space as always in process, as never a closed system, resonates with an increasingly
vocal insistence within political discourses on the genuine openness of the future”
(Massey 11). I believe there is a wider desire for people to find ways, physical and
conceptual, to maintain a sense of hope in what for many can feel like a difficult
world. Seeing ourselves as merely a part of a “throwntogetherness” that needs to
account for all of the past, present, and future, human and non-human forces that
created a place “in no way denies a sense of wonder” for Massey, or for myself (140).
It is, in fact, what makes places (and the memories of them) beautiful.
Beyond being structured to consider the temporal and geographic fluidity
that make up the conception of place, one’s own perception of self in places creates
the individual’s perception of where they are, and what that specific place is and
does. Keith H. Basso, in his anthropological ethnographic study Wisdom Sits in
Places: Landscape and Language Among the Western Apache, discusses the self in
place:
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places possess a marked capacity for triggering acts of self-reflection,
inspiring thoughts about who one presently is, or memories of who one used
to be, or musings on who one might become. And that is not all. Place-based
thoughts about the self lead commonly to thoughts of other things—other
places, other people, other times, whole networks of associations that ramify
unaccountably within the expanding spheres of awareness that they
themselves engender. The experience of sensing places, then, is thus both
thoroughly reciprocal and incorrigibly dynamic. (107)

Place is then always becoming, but place is also wholly individual. While two people
may be standing side-by-side in the same physical location at the same time, they
may have entirely different experiences of that place. For example, if my mother and
I were seated side-by-side in a theater, watching the same show, we may have
entirely different conceptions of that place based on our own individual associations
with the theater (I may be intimately familiar with that room, having spent
numerous hours in rehearsals there, walking through the backstage area to get to
class, etc.), our personal histories with the concept of theater (I am pursuing a
graduate degree in dramaturgy, she has a doctorate in physical therapy and
generally only goes to the theater as an audience member to support shows I have
worked on), and so on. So even being in the same room at the same time makes the
place of that show different for both of us.
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1. Site-Specific Performance
Site-specific performance has become a phrase that, in the performing arts
world, is used often and in many different ways. Nigel Stewart defines site-specific
dance as “works that are improvised at, or choreographed for, particular indoor or
outdoor rural or urban settings” (32). Holding this same idea to be true for a
theatrical piece, the location of the performance is integral to both the creation and
the experience of it for performer and audience. Speaking of work done in an
outdoor amphitheater in Cornwall, England, Sally MacKey writes about how “Few
separated the presence of the hand-carved theatre from the more natural aspects of
the scenery. There was a sense of the two collaborating; the landscape was more
powerful because of the presence of the theatre and, of course, vice versa” (13).
This sense of interconnectedness, of the importance of place to the
performance itself, is what makes site-specific theater so compelling. Some pieces
take the concept a step further and choose to stage performances in “more authentic
locales” as the setting, beyond merely presenting a show in a unique venue. This
could mean anything from putting on Athol Fugard’s The Island in an actual prison
to staging A Midsummer Night’s Dream in a park. The powerful thing about
relocating a performance into a new setting is that it forces the audience to perceive
the work in a new light than they might in a traditional auditorium. When thinking
about performance and storytelling as means of communication between
performer/storyteller and audience/listener, Eric E. Peterson says, “Differences can
be located in the different contexts for performance and storytelling… the different
kinds of contact it enables among participants, the different expressive capabilities
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of performers and storytellers, and the different interpretive responses and
responsibilities of audiences” (153). By using the location of performance to upset
the audience’s understanding of performance, and even of performance spaces, the
place of performance is thus transformed. The mere act of using the space in a new
way forces a change in understanding of the place in people’s minds.
Moreover, by mounting site-specific work, there is the possibility of enticing
or including audiences that may not attend theater pieces in a more conventional
setting. Rita Shoup speaks of how,

There is an inherent generosity of spirit in the creation of site-specific work.
It de-privileges the work’s narrative or other content and expands the
primary focus to include the environment contained within it as well as the
spectators. Therein lies what I believe is the inherent democracy of site
specific work: this modality seeks to equalize the work done by creator and
spectator by forcing both to interact with their environment in a similar way.
(“Works Sited” 40)

The audience becomes a co-creator of the piece by their mere presence in the space,
and of their witnessing the work. Their energy, as any performer (of a site-specific
work or otherwise) could tell you, helps to sculpt the energy of the performance
itself. The audience may find that they are seeing or interacting with even possibly a
familiar place in a new way. As MacKey reminds us, “The theatre is a place of
romance, escape, childhood, playfulness but it is also just on the edge of danger”
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(21). This description also is how many people conceive of Nature or Wilderness,‡
which I will expand upon further in my next section.

D. The Woods
I have always had a deep affinity for the woods. From a young age I spent
time playing in the thicket of bushes in our backyard that seemed so expansive to
my small body, and my family regularly went for hikes together. It was a place of joy,
of discovery, of celebration. However, I always sensed a darker side to the woods as
well—I never strayed too far from the path for fear of getting lost or separated from
my family. While the woods were a place of some primal fear, they were not a place
that I worried about violence. Growing up in the suburbs, the evening news painted
the picture that the city was a place to fear—Rochester, NY had the highest per
capita homicide rate in the state. There were places in the city that my parents
would never go. On the other hand, the woods were presented as an idyll. The places
we hiked were not remote enough for me to fear violence from animals such as
bears or wolves. So although I know that historically the woods have been a place
where violence had been enacted against women, children, and people of color, I did
not grow up with those associations.
I also have always found the woods to be a very spiritual place. There is often
a sense of the existence of something larger than myself that I find in the woods.
This is both reassuring and a little frightening. Simon J. Bronner in American
Children’s Folklore discusses how, for children, “the natural world is also a spiritual
‡

Both of these words are deliberately written with capitals to denote a romanticization and othering of them as intangible concepts.
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place, where events are predicted, prevented, and explained by supernatural
references. The dark has its boogeymen, the woods their scary figures, and the hills
their ghosts” (Bronner 31). In Weronika Łaszkiewicz’s comprehensive article, "Into
the Wild Woods: On the Significance of Trees and Forests in Fantasy Fiction," she
believes that “forests are spaces that should be cherished and respected—for the
freedom and beauty that they offer, and for the threat that might lurk somewhere
inside” (49). The natural world, and the woods in particular, is therefore also the
place where the supernatural resides. Moreover, the supernatural fears that exist in
the woods are less identifiable and so perhaps even more frightening.
Both modern fantasy and older fairytales seem to rely on this same premise
of the woods holding something deep and dark and magical, both calming and
frightening, beautiful and ugly. However Sara Maitland argues worryingly that, “The
deep connection between the forests and the core stories has been lost; fairy stories
and forests have been moved into different categories and, isolated, both are at risk
of disappearing, misunderstood and culturally undervalued, ‘useless’ in the sense of
‘financially unprofitable’” (quoted in Łaszkiewicz 55). The woods are “useless”
because they are not actively being put to use to generate income for humans, either
by being privatized for the pleasure of the wealthy, or by cutting down trees to make
use of the lumber for the “progress” of civilization moving beyond its “primitive,
natural” history. In the same way, fairytales are devalued or seen as “unimportant”
because of their connection to domesticity and their seeming triviality. The mere
fact of their history also allows them to be seen as not “producing” anything new.
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In spite of that, or perhaps because of it, the woods are a place of
transformation in contemporary ethos. In “the liminal nature of one’s journey… a
journey into the wild woods becomes a symbolic representation of a journey into
one’s self, which can uncover the secrets and desires locked in a person’s mind” (4041). The transformation of self, while internal, needs to take place in an externalized
environment, an “other” space beyond where the self lives and feels comfortable.
The woods are not a space the many people inhabit; going there is a deliberate
choice, and so it becomes a new and different place, outside of daily life.
I posit that the scale of the woods is part of this experience, too. The trees
become a cumulative space, defined as “the woods,” that evoke a sense of grandeur,
of something that can subsume us. Not every language even has an equivalent word
for woods—in English, “forest” denotes something slightly different. Other large
natural landscapes can do something similar in other cultures—the Aboriginal
“walkabout” in the Australian desert, for example, causes the landscape itself to
become an essential part of the liminal and transformative process. The fear of
being lost at sea or of the unknown lurking beneath the waves, demonstrated in
innumerable books and movies, also harkens to the idea that humans have a
different understanding of their place in the world when literally forced to face the
vastness of the natural world. There is often a strong affective response when
humans are literally traversing a liminal, unknown, “between” space.
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1. The Woods as Part of “Nature”
The concept of humans as being somehow removed from the natural world is
highly problematic for a number of reasons. Even the word “Nature” is merely a
“singular name for the real multiplicity of things and living processes may be held,
with an effort, to be neutral, but I am sure it is very often the case that it offers, from
the beginning, a dominant kind of interpretation: idealist, metaphysical, or religious”
(Williams 69). By capitalizing it, and framing “Nature” as including some things and
not others, humans have been able to believe in their ability to overcome or control
nature.

The idea of Nature has always been deeply tied to theology and cosmology.
When Nature herself, as people learnt to say, became a goddess, a divine
Mother, we had something very different from the spirits of wind and sea and
forest and moon. And it is all the more striking that this singular abstracted
and often personified principle, based on responses to the physical world,
had of course (if the expression may be allowed) a competitor, in the
singular, abstracted and personified religious being: the monotheistic God.
(Williams 69)

Here, then, also emerged a gendered and hierarchal view of the natural world. If
humans were made in God’s image, then all of the natural world was theirs to
command, according to the laws laid out in the book of Genesis in Christianity at
least. This oversight quickly turned to conquering. Because the natural world was
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structured to work in a specific way, as per God’s plan, man had a role to play as the
pinnacle of the order of things. Eventually, then, Nature came to mean that which
was left behind, “untouched by human hands”.
Ironically, the concept of Nature inherently contains contrasting definitions.
Sometimes Nature meant the idea of the Edenic world, man before the fall—
idealized and innocent. Sometimes, however, Nature meant that which was still in
need of God’s grace—the animalistic, the unsaved (Williams 76).

Two symbolic (or even totemic) forms seem to have proved central to the
task of giving a meaning and an epistemology to the natural world and to
western interactions within it. These were the physical or textual garden, and
the island… Both were, unlike the real world, manageable in terms of size,
and in that sense, even in a Freudian sense, fantasist. Both offered the
possibility of redemption, a realm in which Paradise might be recreated or
realised on earth, thereby implying a structure for a moral world in which
interactions between people and nature could be morally defined and
circumscribed. (Grove 13)

I have found myself tending towards this same homogenizing error with the way
that I sometimes talk about the “woods as Nature”, as though there is not a natural
world all around me and within me, as though there are not many many other kinds
of nature—the sea, the plains, the mountains, the sky, the animals.
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I am not alone in this tendency, though. This desire to both other and
conquer is apparent in so many cultural tendencies:

The anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss famously commented that animals
were ‘bons à penser’, good to think with, and fairy tales speak through beasts
to explore common experiences—fear of sexual intimacy, assault, cruelty,
and injustice and, in general, the struggle for survival. A tradition of
articulate, anthropomorphized creatures of every kind is as old as literature
itself: animal fables and beast fairy tales are found in ancient Egypt and
Greece and India, the legendary Aesop of the classics has his storytelling
counterparts all over the world, who moralize crows and ants, lions and
monkeys, jackals and foxes and donkeys, to mock the follies and vices of
human beings and display along the way the effervescent cunning and high
spirits of the fairytale genre. (Warner 27-28)

Animals in fairytales sometimes helped humans, and sometimes they helped
themselves by using humans. However, the fact still remains that in fairytales they
were always anthropomorphized and generally only extant in relation to humans.
George Sessions and Bill Devall’s article on “Deep Ecology” may give the best
summary of humans and the natural world:

Ecological consciousness and deep ecology are in sharp contrast with the
dominant worldview of technocratic-industrial societies which regards
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humans as isolated and fundamentally separate from the rest of Nature, as
superior to, and in charge of, the rest of creation. But the view of humans as
separate and superior to the rest of Nature is only part of larger cultural
patterns. For thousands of years, Western culture has become increasingly
obsessed with the idea of dominance. (310)

It is presumptive and egotistical of humans to think of themselves as outside of or
“other than” natural. Our entire existence, our entire history, is one of our
interaction with Timothy Morton’s concept of the “mesh” of the rest of the world
(discussed more below), arguably all of which is natural. The term “natureculture”
has emerged recently to try to remedy this belief that we are somehow removed
from the natural world. The word is merely “a synthesis of nature and culture that
recognizes their inseparability in ecological relationships that are both biophysically
and socially formed… [It] emerges from the scholarly interrogation of dualisms that
are deeply embedded within the intellectual traditions of the sciences and
humanities” (Malone 1). Removing these false binaries, such as human/animal or
nature/culture, allows us to consider our experiences as part of a larger
phenomenon.§

I wish to note here that the previous section is oriented around a Western, imperialist perception of
Cartesian dualism and the “divide” between Nature and Man. Indigenous scholars and artists such as
Paula Gunn Allen and Spiderwoman Theater (to name just two North American examples) have done
extensive work on sharing their cultural perceptions of humans’ place in the world.

§
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E. Post-Humanism
The philosophical grounding for the concept of post-humanism is quite dense
and complex. I shall endeavor here to provide my best synopsis of its main ideas and
how they relate to this project. Perhaps the best place to start is Raymond Williams’
succinct explanation that, “to speak of man 'intervening' in natural processes is to
suppose that he might find it possible not to do so” (75). Our engagement with the
planet and everything that interacts in and on it is inherently part of our very
existence as individuals and as a species.
An integral consideration of our understanding of being is situating ourselves
within a place and time. In his ontological query, German philosopher Martin
Heidegger dissects what he terms dasein “as a separate entity, or substance, it is
understood as the place, the Da, for (where) being, sein, to (could) disclose it-self.
Conceiving the human being in terms of a separate substance, then, presupposes a
concept of the human as detached from the surroundings” (Christensen 25). Thus
our very perception of self and the world, of our “being-ness,” is tied up in place and
ability to perceive our being there. Consequently, it is telling that one of our names
for our species—the “human being”—has an active verb as a part of it. We define
ourselves less by what we ARE than what we DO; our state of existence is thus
defined by what we do in actions more than how we think or feel about ourselves
internally. Moreover, this framework of the human helps to disprove the concept of
humans as somehow removed or detached observers of the world because we are
deeply a part of it, and all of the events that happen.
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Dasein’s comportments towards entities emanate from the background of
already being in the world. Heidegger thereby emphasizes Dasein’s practical
and theoretical comportment towards entities as embedded and depending
upon different settings or contexts. Disclosing, then, is, generally speaking,
Dasein’s making sense of those entities, within these settings…being is not
itself an entity. (Christensen 28)

Objectivity is entirely unattainable, and quite frankly undesirable in a post-humanist
framework. Rather, embracing the fact that we are deeply intertwined with
everything else that happens on this planet is essential to considering how we
interact with other beings—human and non-human alike.
Interestingly, many post-humanist thinkers reference back to Greek
terminology in an attempt to probe other ways of thinking and speaking about the
world. Francesca Ferrando, in “The Party of the Anthropocene: Post-Humanism,
Environmentalism and the Post-Anthropocentric Paradigm Shift,” discusses how,

This species-driven emphasis on the human as an autonomous entity stands
on the psychotic perception of the human body as separated from planet
Earth... From a macro perspective based on scale, human bodies live on the
cosmic body of planet Earth, as much as, from a micro perspective, bacteria
live on, or inside, human bodies. Humans are in an essential relation to the
planet: without it, humans would not be able to survive. Let's notice that the
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term ‘ecology’ derives from Greek oikos, meaning ‘home’, that is, the
discourse on the place we inhabit. (162)

Granted, her quote quickly starts to fall under the umbrella of the “Gaia hypothesis”
which considers the planet as a homogenous, unified being rather than a complex
series of interacting organisms and processes. That said, the emphasis of Earth as
“home” is an important one to keep in mind regarding how we interact with and
care for the planet.
Jason W. Moore takes that concept of the interconnectedness a step further in
“The Rise of Cheap Nature.” He says, “Our ecology is not the ecology of Nature—with
uppercase N—but the ecology of the oikeios: that creative, generative, and
multilayered relation of life-making, of species and environments. Species make
environments; environments make species” (79). The article posits that capitalism
is about the commodification and the individuation of discrete units of nature that
can be used for the benefit of a few wealthy humans. Rather than trying to dominate
nature, learning from nature and striving to interact with/in it is a more sustainable
and healthy way to live and prosper, both for humans and non-humans. There is an
entire field in design, biomimicry, that strives to do just that—emulate the
structures and organizational forms already found in nature and implement them
into architecture, prosthetics, and other forms of design.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly,
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The Greeks had no single term to express what we mean by the word “life”.
They used two terms that, although traceable to a common etymological root,
are semantically and morphologically distinct. Zoē, which is common to all
living beings, ‘animals, men, or gods’, can be defined as ‘bare life’; bios, on the
other end, is particular to the human because is related to logos, is the life
that gives life meaning, that recognizes humans as ‘human.’ (Agamben
quoted in Ferrando 164)

This not only connects to the Dasein conversation above, but also reframes the way
that we think about existence and life. Consciousness or awareness of the self and
questioning one’s being does not serve to de-animate or de-legitimize the existence
or life of non-humans, be they animals or plants. And this also raises questions
about how to account of the existence of natural processes that may not be “alive” in
our definition of the term but that exist and change over time, such as climate or
geologic change. These considerations serve to make space for a greater awareness
of how humans are connected to and a part of everything that surrounds us.
I also wish to make note of the decision by these thinkers to still focus on
European languages (German and Greek, as well as English in their analyses) as a
means to consider where the human falls in a greater schema. This does not allow
for a wider conceptualization that may emerge when also including cultures and
languages from around the world that have different lenses through which to
consider the human and our interactions with the world. Our ontology may be
greatly shifted in light of a wider and more inclusive perspective.
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1. Post-Humanism and Self-Identity
Anthropocentric views of the world only consider what could and does (or
does not) exist solely in light of human intervention. Timothy Morton, in his article
on queer ecology, challenges us to conceive of the entire existence of the natural
world as a complex and intertwined mesh. He reminds us, “Entities are mutually
determining: they exist in relation to each other and derive from each other.
Nothing exists independently, and nothing comes from nothing” (Morton 275).
Humans are just one small part of that mesh, especially when considered within a
larger historic timeline and universal framework.
Thinking about how relatively insignificant humanity is, in some regards, can
threaten some individual psyches’ sense of ontological security. Consequently, one
of the ways that humans make sense of their existence is to place it within a
particular context, a place that they imbue with meaning.

The ways that humans understand and value their surroundings are
inseparable from the histories they experience in that environment, either
first-hand or through others’ stories. They attach memories to places, and
over time form emotional bonds with the particular, familiar environments
they call home. These bonds orient them in space, telling them where they
are in the world; they orient them in time, telling them their place in a
succession of past and future generations; and they orient them in society,
telling them with whom they belong. (Glassberg 27)
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Creating “places” in this way, locations that are filled with stories and memories,
and thus meaning, in turn provides a sense of connection and value to the lives of
those considering the place. Living and being there creates an even deeper bond.
In psychology, there is a strong tradition of considering the role that the
world—and one’s perception of their own place in it—plays on the human psyche.
Jung’s “concept of synchronicity…[explores] symmetry between human beings and
the world. Rather than alien and indifferent to humans, the world proves to be akin
to them…[They] experience of the world as meaningful…an acausal nexus between
the inner, human world and the outer, natural one…the feeling of at-home-ness”
(Segal 20). This consideration of “synchronicity” is essential to the consideration of
place (and even of belonging) to one’s sense of self. The self is perceived not just as
“at-home,” but as being an essential part of a larger, inter-connected whole;
Morton’s idea of the “mesh.” Jung’s synchronicity explains the human need for not
just a physical but a psychological sense of belonging in the world—socially and
geographically. The world can and does reflect some of humans’ inner emotional
experiences, and they are impacted not just physiologically but mentally and
spiritually by what happens in the larger world. They cannot be separated from each
other.
Łaszkiewicz, in her article on the concept of the woods in contemporary
fantasy fiction, argues that perceiving the natural world, especially the woods, as
endangered and/or as a place of magic and renewal, readers might be inspired to
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discard the prevailing anthropocentrism and commoditization of nature…
This process of regaining awareness is what Tolkien defines as Recovery,
which he considers to be one of the four qualities of fairy stories. Recovery
means that the experience of a secondary world and its marvels can
positively affect the reader’s perception of his surroundings and of the things
he used to take for granted. (55)

We can see then that even before the “truth” of these claims of an essential need to
be in communion with the non-human world could be scientifically proven, artists
and philosophers argued the case that a reconceptualization of the value of places
like the woods could cause a shift in our relationship to the wider world and our
place in it.
Many philosophers and psychologists are considering the role that our
interactions with the natural world have on our perception of self and
understanding of belonging, often in a negative way. Philosopher Teresa Brennan
writes that the symptoms of psychosis include not seeing oneself as part of a larger
whole and believing the self to be “individually contained”; it is this rejection of a
belief in the importance of connection to others that prompts widespread
problematic binaries such as male/female, body/mind, and nature/culture (Thomas
81). By deliberately severing our connections to the natural world, we are doing
literal harm, physically and psychologically to ourselves. The burgeoning field of
ecopsychology includes an examination of when, how, and where patients expose
themselves to components of the natural world. Behaviors such as the Japanese
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practice of Forest Bathing are beginning to become more popular not just as
recreational activities, but also as means of caring for the self.
But post-humanism is much more than just recognizing that we have a
connection to the natural world and that everything we do has repercussions. It also
is about unpacking all of the problematic ways that Western history has framed
man’s, in particular, relationship with the natural world. As Richard Grove states in
Green Imperialism, “The underlying fear always consisted in the possibility of the
disappearance of man himself. Moreover, as Europeans were deprived of the
security of biblical chronology, the whole potency of man and his capacity for
primacy and control might mentally be lost” (14-15). Western concepts of control
and domination, and even of the resultant dualities, stem from deep-seated fears of
insignificance. And so historically, the way to prove one was important was to exert
control over everything else.

F. Multicultural and Post-Colonial Frameworks
The first thing that I want to unpack here is the tendency to easily perceive
members of a large category as some kind of a monolithic, homogenous, “mythic
norm.” Kathryn Bond Stockton gives the example of “child” in "The Queer Child Now
and Its Paradoxical Global Effects.” She examines “children’s unquestioned
universalism” (516) by stating, “this normative strangeness may explain why
children, simply as an idea, are likely to be white and middle class. It is a privilege to
need to be protected and thus to have a childhood. Because of privilege, then, the allimportant feature of weakness sticks to these signs (white and middle class) and
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helps signal innocence” (513-514). This specific example is particularly important
as I have been discussing childhood and fairytales already in this paper. But that
stricture holds true so often—for example, in theater, when a character’s race is not
explicitly stated, they are often presumed white until and unless a director chooses
to cast otherwise. This then becomes an exclusionary framework for thinking about
people and behaviors in certain situations.
Next I want to build upon how humans are seen as a part of and separated
from Nature—who gets included/excluded, how, why, and when. There is a long
history of considering certain humans as “less than.”

The term ‘humanism,’ in correlation with the study of the so-called
Humaniora or Humanities, Heidegger informs us, emerged from the studia
humaniora or studia humanitatis in 14th and 15th century Europe.
Concerned with discovering the essence of ‘man’ these studies proceeded on
a twofold determination of the human: First, in so far as his nature differs
from ‘bestiality’ ascribed to animal nature he is ‘human’; secondly, he is in
accordance with ancient Greek tradition, distinct also from the ‘inhuman’
embodied in the uncivilized, uneducated barbarian… Also unthought for the
most part was homo barbarous who as civilization’s other could not only be
simply marginalized and excluded but whose supposed lack of human-ism
and hence ‘humanity’ served also in the justification of institutionalized
savagery in the name of racism that embraced those designated as less
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educated, unwanted, supposedly wild, evil beings, vermin or ‘just’ animal.
(Nethersole 67)

The history of exclusion of certain peoples from the concept of “human” dates at
least back to the Greeks who had slaves. The religious dogma of the Middle Ages
only further crystallized and institutionalized that exclusion in a formal educational
and theological setting. The use of God’s preordained ordering of Nature was an
easy justification, especially during the age of exploration and early worldwide
imperialism.
This division of humans into different categories based on problematic
cultural and racial perceptions was only exacerbated with the increasing prevalence
of capitalism. Because the hierarchical order of feudalism in Europe was beginning
to be questioned with the emergence of a middle class, other means of establishing
dominance and superiority had to be established.

The story of Humanity and Nature conceals a dirty secret of modern world
history. That secret is how capitalism was built on excluding most humans
from Humanity—indigenous peoples, enslaved Africans, nearly all women,
and even many white-skinned men (Slavs, Jews, the Irish). From the
perspective of imperial administrators, merchants, planters, and
conquistadores, these humans were not Human at all. They were regarded as
part of Nature, along with trees and soils and rivers—and treated
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accordingly. To register the bloody history of this Human/Nature binary is a
moral protest. (Moore “The Rise of Cheap Nature” 78-79)

All of Nature, including those “lesser humans,” could be commodified and used for
the economic benefit of those desiring profit.
While many environmentalists believe that the environmental movement
began with the creation of National Parks or reserved wild spaces, or at least the
classic country estates where the wealthy were able to escape the scourge of
modern industrialization’s pollution of resources and space, this is patently untrue.
Grove discusses how even the history of environmentalism can be traced back to
indigenous behaviors and worldviews:

the historically decisive diffusion of indigenous, and particularly [American]
Indian, environmental philosophy and knowledge into western thought, and
epistemology after the late fifteenth century has been largely dismissed.
Instead, it has simply been assumed that European and colonial attempts to
respond to tropical environmental change derived exclusively from
metropolitan and northern models and attitudes. In fact the converse was
true. The available evidence shows that the seeds of modern conservationism
developed as an integral part of the European encounter with the tropics and
with local classifications and interpretations of the natural world and its
symbolism. (3)
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There is a pronounced history, quite deliberate in its erasure, of ignoring if not
straight-up disregarding indigenous cultures and knowledges from around the
world, to say nothing of the fact that many national parks are on stolen land that
indigenous people no longer have access to. The presumption of ignorance relates
directly to the lessening of the humanity of indigenous peoples by European settlers.
This is not merely historic incident; the problems persist today in our era of
globalization and oppressive capitalism at the cost of humanity and natural
resources. In her brilliant article “Can the Subaltern Speak?,” Gayatri Chakravorty
Spivak explains how the establishment in the nineteenth-century of Western norms
and education systems in India allowed Western colonizers to equate the
consumption of natural resources and the abuse of indigenous labor. The
establishment of these systems often came at the expense of local law and industry
in order to ensure that materials and resources were transferred to the colonizing
country (83).
Beyond mere physical control, though, Spivak also focuses on the role of
cultural and intellectual oppression by the colonizers. “Can the Subaltern Speak?”
says,

Perhaps it is no more than to ask that the subtext of the palimpsestic
narrative of imperialism be recognized as 'subjugated knowledge', 'a whole
set of knowledges that have been disqualified as inadequate to their task or
insufficiently elaborated: naive knowledges, located low down on the
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hierarchy, beneath the required level of cognition or scientificity.' (Foucault
quoted in Spivak 76)

Spivak is by no means the only scholar to argue this case. Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s
“Decolonizing the Mind” explores the role of language in one’s perception of self,
culture, and geography, and his decision to no longer write in English:

[the] most important area of domination was the mental universe of the
colonized, the control, through culture, of how people perceive themselves
and their relationship to the world. Economic and political control can never
be complete or effective without mental control. To control a people’s culture
is to control their tools of self-definition in relationship to others. (wa
Thiong’o 1135)

Through many of the strategies listed above, wa Thiong’o felt oppressed and
subservient to colonial structures and expectations in almost every aspect of his life,
including his schooling, his work as an academic, and his creative life. By reclaiming
his native languages, he reclaimed his culture and history, his sense of place, and
thus, his sense of self.
In light of many of the above considerations, I have been forced to think
critically about what it means to have people of color performing pieces about the
influence of fairytales on their childhood and sense of self in the woods. How might
this concept be exclusionary for people whose cultures don’t have woods—perhaps
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they have desert or jungles, which differently evoke that sense of vastness and
magic but have different cultural associations? What of people who grew up in
urban environments, and so viewed the woods as a dangerous and frightening place,
particularly if alone? A few small, concrete steps I have taken are to invite people to
present their pieces in their native languages if they are other than English, to look
at what are generally thought of as European stories through alternative personal
and cultural lenses, and to encourage people to go to the performance place ahead of
time to make themselves comfortable (possibly even with a group so that there is a
communal sense of ownership and belonging there). My desire is that by creating an
environment where people are using their own voices to tell their own stories and
connection to these fairytales, they feel empowered to take up space and to claim
their personal and cultural histories as important and valuable, where all of the
stories presented by the performers are on an equal footing for the audience to
experience and engage with.

G. Storytelling and the Oral Tradition
A conversation about childhood, fairytales, and performance is not complete
without touching on storytelling and its history in the oral tradition. I want first to
include here a comprehensive overview of what I mean when I speak of the oral
tradition:

An oral performance places demands upon an audience, which participates
by listening and, often, by responding…
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The ‘tradition’ half of the term ‘oral tradition’ balances out the
emphasis, implied by the word ‘oral,’ upon the present moment of the
utterance… ‘Tradition’ calls to mind, as far as memory reaches, all of the
previous performances of a particular story or song. It also calls to mind the
interrelationships between many different genres of oral expression, which,
within a particular community, may share a set of related themes, ideals,
characters, proverbs, and story patterns, including those appearing in
folktales and fairy tales. ‘Tradition’ may also be carried in the register of
language that tradition-bearers draw upon to recollect and reinvent verbal
expressions in performance. Often this register can easily be differentiated
from everyday speech. Like ‘once upon a time,’ it sets the stage for a
specialized form of communication. (Maring 716)

Here, Maring makes clear the importance of the literal and symbolic use of the voice
in the oral tradition—its reliance upon time and space, its ephemerality, and the
sense of embodiment that is an integral part of the performance. The stories have as
much to do with the teller as the tale itself. The renowned folklore scholar Vladimir
Propp emphasizes that, “Performers do not repeat their texts word for word but
introduce changes into them… what is important is the fact of changeability of
folklore compared with the stability of literature” (380, emphasis as in original).
Changes may be insignificant or very great, deliberate or unnoticed, but every
performance will be different, a new iteration of the tale. Change also comes from
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circumstance—the teller and the listener will both be different at different times
and places.
The tales themselves are not immutable. Lüthi tells us, “‘The fairy tale has no
landlord’ is a common expression in Greece. Each storyteller can tell it in his own
way, so long as he faithfully retains the basic structure, and, thus, the essential
details with their deeper meaning not easily comprehended by reason” (63).
Vladimar Hafstein, in “Fairy Tales, Copyright, and the Public Domain” argues that
the creation and transmission of “folklore is peer-to-peer, it is collaborative, and it is
collective”, much in the same way that shared contemporary forms like remixes and
editing open source software have become commonplace in today’s society (31).
There is of course a cultural element to all of these considerations as well.
Above I discussed the history of the fairytale as being “domestic and feminine,” and
belonging to the peasants in particular before the rise of the literary fairytale among
the aristocracy. Reclamation of this history, particularly through oral transmission is
important to recognize and appreciate. In “To Spin a Yarn: The Female Voice in
Folklore and Fairy Tale”, Karen E. Rowe posits that, “The female frame narrator
[such as Scheherazade] is a particularly significant indicator, because it converts
into literary convention the belief in women as truth-sayers, those gifted with
memory and voice to transmit the culture's wisdom” (306). And wa Thiong’o
reminds us, “Orature has its roots in the lives of the peasantry. It is primarily their
compositions, their songs, their art, which forms the basis of the national and
resistance culture during the colonial and neo-colonial times” (1143). Sharing
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culture through oral transmission and dissemination can be an act of empowerment
and of resistance.
But it is not only the stories and the art that need to be shared. The
presentation of resistance, of empowerment, of staking the claim that there is value
in indigenous culture and customs, also comes through language. Different world
views, indeed the creation of different worlds, comes through the use and
appreciation of different languages. Reflecting on his own childhood, wa Thiong’o
recalls,

We therefore learnt to value words for their meaning and nuances. Language
was not a mere string of words. It had a suggestive power well beyond the
immediate and lexical meaning. Our appreciation of the suggestive magical
power of language was reinforced by the games we played with words
through riddles, proverbs, transpositions of syllables, or through nonsensical
but musically arranged words. So we learned the music of our language on
top of the content. The language, through images and symbols, gave us a view
of the world, but it had a beauty of its own. (1131)

Through hearing indigenous speech as legitimized, the listener and the speaker
become empowered. Using native languages is an act of political resistance.
Storytelling, too, is an act of resistance and of empowerment. In discussing
performance and storytelling, Eric E. Peterson makes the claim that storytelling has
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political applications… to make identities visible and to persuade the public
to remedy social inequities and injustices… [and emphasize] the presumed
authority and authenticity of personal experience… These varied
applications make the case that performance and storytelling are as much
about agency and efficacy as they are about appreciation, entertainment, and
pleasure. (152)

With the myriad purposes and uses of the oral tradition, it is important to
remember that fairytales fall into a specific category of storytelling. While many
people use the tales to make deliberate revisions or construct alternate views of the
world, one of the things that is most compelling to me about the stories is their wide
variety of interpretations. I dislike being proselytized or moralized at, and I find that
the tales I am most drawn to have a number of different ways they can be received.
While I deliberately delineated between myths and fairytales earlier, this quote
articulates my feelings on the topic beautifully: “You should never assign a meaning
to a myth because if you assign a meaning, the mind clamps onto just that one
meaning. Then it’s no longer active because when a story is active it allows for new
beginnings all the time” (Swameji quoted in Schenider 10).
Even fairytales themselves emphasize the importance of orality, particularly
through their use of magic:

One message of fairy tales is ‘Beware what you wish for.’ Another would be
‘Beware what you promise.’ Yet another would be ‘Beware what you utter.’
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You can’t take back what you say. There’s a profound respect in the genre for
what words do in the world, as well as in the stories. Of all the charged,
active, enchanted elements in the tales, it is the words of the story that
possess charmed life. (Warner 41)

H. Slow Art-Making
Humans have need for more than just shelter and food, they crave a life that
has meaning. Many people sense that the pace of life has sped up over the past few
centuries, and especially so here in the dawn of the computer age. Moore argues,
“the zeitgeist of the twenty-first century is therefore understandably infused with a
sense of urgency, among citizens, activists, and scholars” (“Introduction” 1). People
seem to feel that they must do everything well, fast, and be on-top of everything that
is happening not just in their life but in the world. However, as I argued before, just
because this sentiment is pervasive in our Western capitalistic world, that doesn’t
mean that I need to bow to that mentality and behavior. I am trying to find ways to
counteract that sense by behaving differently and making theater differently, more
slowly.
Carl Honoré, author of The Slow Fix, argues that much of our contemporary
anxiety about speed stems from the way the Western world conceives of time. It is
easy to blame the obvious suspects—industrialization, urbanization, technology.
However, he says that the bigger issue is that, “In other cultures, time is cyclical. It's
seen as moving in great, unhurried circles. It's always renewing and refreshing itself.
Whereas in the West, time is linear. It's a finite resource; it's always draining away.
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You either use it, or lose it” (Honoré). This of course ties into issues about
capitalism, much in the same way it was discussed above in light of post-humanism
and post-colonial theory. Behaviorally,

movement was emblematic of the project of modernity; in other words,
modern subjectivity insisted on the primacy of motility, mobilization, a
speeding up of time, and kinetic energy… Philosopher Teresa Brennan
carries this argument about modernity further, connecting modernity’s
‘speeding up of time’ to capitalism’s ‘speed imperative’ or what she calls the
‘hyperactive rhythm of capitalism,’ by which she means that ‘capital’s
continued profit must be based more and more on the speed of acquisition’.
One of the sources for capitalism’s profit, Brennan argues, is the increasingly
speedy consumption of natural resources. (Thomas 117)

The combination of these factors, the latter very much coming out of the larger
Western conceptualization of time and becoming more pervasive through
globalization, leads to a general sense that the individual can rarely “keep up the
pace”—so much happens so fast, and we are expected to respond to everything
critically and completely.
However, these expectations of über-efficiency are deeply troubling. The
speed of change and communication is no longer aligned with the rhythms of the
natural world. But more than that, this need for immediate response and dealing
with every situation as though it is a crisis is bad for the individual psyche,
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particularly creativity. In his TED talk “The Surprising Habits of Original Thinkers,”
organizational psychologist Adam Grant discusses how moderate procrastination is
actually a valuable and important tool. He explains, “It's only when you're told that
you're going to be working on this problem, and then you start procrastinating, but
the task is still active in the back of your mind, that you start to incubate.
Procrastination gives you time to consider divergent ideas, to think in nonlinear
ways, to make unexpected leaps” (Grant). Giving the mind time to ruminate on an
idea allows compelling connections and solutions to emerge that may not emerge
immediately.
There is now a large cultural shift against this sense of speed and urgency.
Honoré refers to this “International Slow Movement,” where people find that by
doing fewer things in their life, and by doing them more slowly, they get more
enjoyment out of them and complete tasks better. It is easy to become addicted to
the speed—we need to make deliberate decisions NOT to go so fast in order to reap
the slow benefits. And many artists are beginning to explore this in their work. In
the middle of the twentieth century, Peter Brook said, “Our work is always too
hurried, always too rough for the development of the collection of individuals out of
whom it is composed” (12). More recent art-making has consciously challenged that
sentiment by trying to create art more slowly and more humanely. For example, the
theatre company Double Edge, based in Ashfield, MA, can takes years to create a
piece in an ensemble-based devising process in what they call the “long-term
imaginative work of its ensemble of artists.” The company is also environmentally
conscious—growing much of their own food—and are deeply connected and
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committed to the wider community in Ashfield (“About Us”). I also have been
inspired by Eeo Stubblefield’s Still Dance with Anna Halprin. Arden Thomas
describes how the aim of the piece was to

explore the shifting borderlands, interfaces, and connections between
performance and nature, between the dancer and the natural world… by
slowing down, Halprin and Stubblefield’s dances also question modernity’s
tendency to speed by, rapaciously consume, or objectify nature, actions that
stem from the prevailing cultural ideas of a human/nature split. As a result,
the Still Dance pieces stand as counterproposals to the frenetic
hyperconsumption that has come to be defined as one of the markers of
‘success’ in today’s global society, as they offer radically different
relationships between the human body and the natural world. (114)

The work of these two groups of artists not only serve as the pointed disagreements
with our frantic pace of life; through both the content and creation of their art they
provide alternatives, other ways of being and of doing performing arts. I am an
ardent believer that changing the way we make art helps to foster social change.
Bachelard’s contemplation on reverie also articulates the importance of slowness:
“Writing of childhood memories, the poet tells us the vital importance of the
obligation to write. In slow writing, childhood memories relax, breathe. The peace of
childhood life rewards the writer” (134). Consequently, that sense of slowness and
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art-making also ties into childhood, and thus circles back to generating hope for the
future.
These alternative means of creating art and thinking about engaging with the
world in a slower manner are not only viable, they are things artists and
intellectuals are already grappling with. By joining this legacy and reconnecting with
the natural world, I find further points of synthesis between many of my larger
concepts for Play in the Woods. I wish first and foremost to recognize and validate
my and my participants’ humanity as integral to, and not separate from, the process
of theater-making.
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CHAPTER III
RUMINATIONS ON A SLOW THEATER-MAKING PROCESS
After finding Mirror Mirror and discerning the basic premise for my thesis
project over the summer, I had much work ahead of me as the fall semester began,
not the least of which was determining when and where the performance would
happen. I thought for a brief moment of doing it as a part of Eggtooth’s Full
Disclosure Festival in October, but based on my interest in slow theater-making,
that did not seem like an ideal time. Consequently, I decided to push the
performance back into the spring semester. I settled on May 5th, 2018 because I
hoped that the spring weather would have finally arrived in Massachusetts by then,
because it would be a Saturday (allowing community members to participate), and
because it was a reading day (so UMass students wouldn’t have finals scheduled).
The next question I needed to answer was where the performance would take place,
because I knew that I wanted the performance to be in the woods. I wanted to know
when and where the performance would be before I started recruiting participants.

A. Determining Location
I knew instinctively that where I chose to locate the performance would be
integral to the experience of Play in the Woods for both performers and audience. In
the fall semester, I was taking a course in the history department on the
conservation of nature and culture, and it was there that I was introduced to some
of the concepts of space and place considered through an ontological lens. I kept an
open mind as I began to consider where the performance would be, but my
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parameters were that it would be outside, in the woods (as opposed to a field, for
example), and somewhere that people would be able to actively explore.
I spoke with a number of people who I knew had been in the area a while, as
well as a few friends that I knew enjoyed hiking as well. The parameters eventually
established through this search were that I wanted the location to be close enough
to Amherst that people would not necessarily need a car to be able to reach it—they
could walk or take the bus. I also wanted it to be somewhere that there would be a
chance hikers would be out if the weather was nice.
With all of that in mind, I first visited the woods behind Smith College in
Northampton, MA in late August. It took me a few minutes of wandering around
campus to determine exactly where my friend had meant, and I worried about
having enough parking. I quickly fell in love with the place—there was an
undeniable magic to the woods. There were paths that branched off in numerous
directions, small bridges and stone stairs. Part of it bordered along the pond, and it
branched out at the end where I wandered past some hanging prayer flags and a
labyrinth. I noted while I was there that it seemed possible there would be an event
happening on campus on my performance date that I might be unaware of. Even as I
was hiking, I realized that they were preparing for some kind of fall kick-off where
there was a large light-up sign that read “Smith” readily visible across the water
from the woods. I also worried that the boundaries of the “performance” might not
be so clear, because it quickly leads down to a path along the water and continues
on beyond even where I explored hiking for about an hour that afternoon. I
considered having myself or a friend stand at one or both of the “boundaries” or
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entrances, but as I developed my own goals for the piece more clearly later, I
realized that felt wrong, in part because I wanted to be participating in the project
myself by writing and performing a monologue.
A few weeks later, I went for a hike at Buffam Falls in Amherst, MA. This was
another location that, even having looked it up online, I had trouble finding. I quickly
realized that the parking limitations would prohibit many participants, much less
many hikers. There also seemed no way for people to to take public transportation
there. I decided to spend the afternoon exploring anyway, since I had expended so
much effort to find the place. After I parked, I literally climbed over a road barrier
onto what looked like the path and then down a steep hill. This location was too
inaccessible for my desires—I already knew that my grandfather (who is in his late
eighties) would probably want to attend my thesis performance.
While this hike did not manifest as the location of my thesis performance, it
did serve to help me articulate a number of other important discoveries about my
own personal connection to the project. There are few experiences I enjoy more
than hiking alone in the woods on a beautiful afternoon. I found myself doing a lot of
personal processing, particularly missing my father (not uncommon for me while
alone in the woods) and I began to cry—the good and cathartic kind. I felt so safe,
and confident that I was alone, that I actually took off my glasses as I sat on a rock
for a few minutes. I have terrible eyesight, so that is an uncommon experience for
me. Unbidden, I had the thought, “I have important work to do.” More concretely,
because of all of the waterfalls and bubbling brooks in the area, I realized how
important water was to my piece. However, there was something that wasn’t quite
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right about the water about Buffam Falls. I wanted the water to feel as approachable
as the hiking paths, whereas here it felt slightly more treacherous, being among
larger boulders and having small waterfalls, and only accessible down a steep path.
I later found Jill Dolan’s description of the use of water onstage to
encapsulate some of what I love about the element. She says that it

outlines the body’s materiality, its vulnerability, its porousness, as water is
something to move clumsily through and to drink in, to take into the body,
for healing. Water lets us look deeply into infinity; it mirrors a past and a
future that dissolves as we touch it. Water changes unpredictably, like
performance, never appearing the same way again (wasn’t it Brecht who said
we can never step into the same stream twice?). (Dolan 161)

The next site that I visited was the Mount Orient/Amethyst Brook
Conservation Area, a network of trails on the east side of Amherst, a less than 10minute drive from campus, in mid-September. I had been to this location a number
of times before on my own, prior to thinking about this thesis project. It was a site
that I knew well and had a strong connection with. However, I had predominantly
spent time down around the water. As per my advisor’s suggestion, I went up
further into the Mount Orient section of the woods. While an enjoyable hike, I
realized that section of the woods was not desirable for my thesis, both because it
evoked a sense of destruction—many trees looked like they had been clear cut—and
because it narrowed into just one path while headed uphill. As I made my way back
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down, though, I wandered contemplatively through the lower Amethyst Brook
Conservation Area. There, along the low-lying stream, was a series of crossing paths
and bridges that allowed for aimless meandering. I realized that one of the reasons I
liked that location so much was because there was moving water, which evokes
healing properties and a sense of fluidity moving through place and time. I also
finally discovered that I enjoyed being there in particular because there were so
many branching paths throughout the place that I was able to take a completely
different hike almost every time I went there. There was not one concrete route that
everyone had to follow. The sense of exploring, wandering, gleaning was present
there. I wasn’t sure what logistical challenges would present themselves working
there, knowing it’s a public town space, and I had an awareness that there was
limited parking there especially when the weather is nice. However, I felt that this
location was a very viable possibility.
A week later, I went to the woods behind the UMass Renaissance Center on a
friend’s suggestion. It was another lovely day and I had an enjoyable hike. However,
I noticed that it did not have the same sense of moving water that I just came to
deem important in my time at Amethyst Brook. It also didn’t get me as excited; I
never felt like I truly got away from the peripheries where people were—the road, a
neighborhood, etc.—and into the woods. And parking at the woods behind the
Renaissance Center would be a challenge, since it seemed people would need to
park on a residential street if the center were closed.
I also realized on this outing that an abundance of water resonated with me
because I grew up spending a lot of time near water. Rochester, NY is near Lake
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Ontario and has the Genesee river running through it, and I grew up in the town of
Fairport just steps away from the Erie Canal. I attended undergrad at Wells College,
which is right on the shores of Cayuga Lake. The historian in me associated fresh
water with an ability to sustain life; early major civilizations were predominantly on
large rivers around the world. Consequently a piece focused on childhood and
stories that shape who we are made sense to me to be in not only a “less civilized”
place like the woods, but also in one that provides such an essential component of
life in water.
I intended to get my call out by October 13th, and I wanted to know where the
performance would be before I started soliciting participants. Consequently, I
wanted to make one last visit to Puffer’s Pond at another professor’s suggestion. I
finally made it on October 9th, Columbus Day. Like many of the other places I had
visited, I was a little turned around trying to figure out where to arrive and park.
Once I found enough people milling around, I got out of my car and went for a walk. I
was surprised to see people out in the water in their bathing suits—the weather was
nice but not that warm! I found the path and began to follow it around. I quickly
noted that this would not provide me the moving water nor the multiplicity of paths
that I had come to really appreciate about Amethyst Brook. I made the most of the
hike around the periphery of the pond, though, and even saw some beavers out,
playing and collecting some wood. The sense of being quiet and slow allowed me to
observe this beautiful and special moment. So often I find that slowing down allows
me to savor my experiences, and provide me with deeper appreciation.
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I never considered the Mount Holyoke Range Trail. I have been hiking there
before and enjoyed it, but it was too far away from campus for me to consider (even
though on the bus route). I also think I perhaps had some inclination that it was
missing something—likely the water as discussed above. Other places that were
suggested to me were the Emily Dickinson House, which felt too much of a place
with specific significance for many people, and the woods behind Hampshire
College, near the Eric Carle Museum, which had some of the same issues as Mount
Holyoke.
All of my time outside in the woods provided me a number of considerations,
including the importance of water to this project. I also discovered that I wanted the
place where the performance occurred to allow for this sense of the audience
wandering and discovering, making their own experience of my thesis unique.
Moreover, the multiplicity of paths reflects the myriad stories and cultures and
personal connections and interpretations that I wanted to make space for in this
process. Where we experience a story can be just an integral to our understanding
of it as the narrative itself.

B. Putting Out the Call
For someone with so much invested in this project, and so much enthusiasm
for it, I sometimes struggled making myself sit down and begin actually taking
concrete steps toward making it manifest. I came into graduate school with the
seeds of this idea already planted, and had spent the past several months speaking
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with my committee crafting my proposal. It was time to actually begin the work of
recruiting participants.
I knew that I was interested in casting a wide net for this piece. I was not
necessarily looking for performers with much experience; rather, I hoped to invite
anyone who was intrigued by the premise of my project to participate. In order to
do this, I framed my goals for the project in a way that people felt invited and not
ostracized. On the flyer and email that I sent out, I merely stated,

Do you love fairytales? Do you enjoy being in the woods? If yes, then UMass
MFA Dramaturgy graduate student Claudia Nolan’s thesis Play in the Woods
is the perfect fit for you! She is looking for people of all backgrounds to create
short pieces—monologues, dances, songs, etc.—about the role that fairytales
play in their lives. No performance experience is necessary. Over the coming
months, Claudia will work with you individually to create your piece. The
performance will take place on May 5, 2018 in the Amethyst Brook
conservation area in Amherst, MA.

By posing intriguing questions that many people, not just theater folks, might
respond yes to, I hoped that enthusiasm and curiosity would prompt people to be
interested in creating a piece even if they never had before.
I also did not want to call the pieces monologues necessarily because, acting
on a hunch, I felt that there may be different ways that the performers would want
to engage with the concepts. And indeed, as I will discuss below, I had people
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contact me with a number of different ideas about how they might like to
participate.
In order to generate interest, I hung flyers mostly around the Fine Arts
Center on the University of Massachusetts campus, as well as in the library and
other academic buildings that contained arts and humanities classes. The
information went out in the weekly theater departmental email newsletter. I also
sent out emails with the flyer to friends and personal contacts in the local area
theater community who I thought might be able to recruit some interested parties,
including Linda McInereny of Eggtooth Productions and Sheryl Stoodley of Serious
Play Theatre. I shared it on Facebook, both through the departmental page and
posting it on my own wall. I was optimistic about my expected turnout based on the
feedback I had received from word of mouth.
However, to be safe, a few days later I did another blast to drum up interest
in the wider community. I contacted theater and dance professors at the Five
Colleges to share with their students. I sent the flyer out through my church,
knowing there are a number of members who participate in the performing arts. I
also put it out to the community at large through the Pioneer Valley Newsletter and
the Valley Advocate.
The response was faster and more enthusiastic than I could have expected. I
posted the flyer on Facebook and received two emails that same day. Within a week,
I had heard from 10 potential participants, and within the next few weeks, between
emails and conversations in person, I was up to a total of about 29 people interested
enough in my project to contact me. I was thrilled, and affirmed in the knowledge
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that this topic, location, and means of working appealed to a broad base of people,
not all of whom were necessarily performers. I even heard from a friend of a friend
who learned about my project on Facebook and was so enthusiastic he offered to
drive up from New York City to participate, and from someone who had attended
my undergraduate institution who lived in the area and was intrigued by the piece
even though she works in industrial and medical waste management.
Suffice to say, I was pleased with the response. People who were not
planning to participate—a few faculty members, for example—stopped me in the
hallways to say that they had seen my posters and were intrigued by the premise of
my work and were excited for it. It was becoming clear to me that the topic of
fairytales, childhood, and the woods were things that resonated with many people
(especially here in New England). Moreover, the framework of not holding auditions
but inviting anyone who was interested and wanted to participate allowed for a
broader scope of stories and caused more people to feel that they too could be
involved in theater.
I also realized that merely by being in those locations and thinking about
fairytales, I was participating and performing my story. Thus, thinking about the
audience being in the place and some of them expecting performance about
fairytales already gets people in the woods thinking about how they have been
shaped by those stories, and what connection those stories and the audience
members personally have to the woods.
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C. My Experience with Immersive and Site-Sympathetic Theater
Prior to this past year, I’d had limited experience with immerse or sitesympathetic theater. Knowing that I would be working on an immersive, sitespecific version of A Dream Play in the spring semester of 2018 and working on this
thesis, I resolved to amend that.
One of the first things I did was to attend a performance of The Wastelands,
produced by Children of the Wild, on May 5, 2017 in Holyoke, MA. The piece began
outside of the Holyoke Creative Arts Center and with the performers, the audience
walked about a half mile over the course of the performance to different “stations”
where each scene occurred. One of the most impactful components of the show for
me was that there was a Spanish-language translator through the entire show and
for the program, and that the company invited an Indigenous-rights advocate to
speak during the performance. It reminded me that site-sympathetic and immersive
theater does not need to solely focus on environmental issues to be socially
conscious. The traveling experimental folk opera was inspired by Dante’s Purgatorio
and Robert & Shana Parke Harrison's The Architect's Brother. The marketing
information explained the premise:

Following Dante and Virgil through the seven stages of Purgatory, The
Wastelands explores the seven stages of grief in a time of violent political and
environmental unraveling. Guided by visual, musical, and kinesthetic
poetry, The Wastelands travels through places in a process of rewilding:
abandoned factories, overgrown shipyards, and sacrifice zones. By viscerally
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engaging with sites of particular ecological grief, The Wastelands unveils the
many faces of our cultural grief: sexism, racism, homophobia, queer-phobia,
colonization/colonialism, classism, ethnocentrism, and anthropocentrism.
(“The Wastelands”)

The Wastelands is unashamedly concerned with the state of the environment. As an
audience member, I personally felt implicated in creating the state of the horrifying
world in which these characters lived. The Wastelands focused on how the way that
humans interact with the natural world has a direct impact on the way that they
interact with one another.
I struggled considering this a “site-specific” piece in light of the fact that it
was created with the intention of moving to different locations around the Great
Lakes. However, through Mike Pearson’s book on site-specific performance, I
learned about Fiona Wilkie’s use of the term “site-generic” which can be used to
describe “performance generated for a series of like sites” (8). This description
perfectly encapsulates the creation and experience of The Wastelands. It is, if not a
sub-section of site-specific performance then at least in conversation with the
concept.
I saw a performance of Deus Ex Machina on August 31, 2017 in Turners Falls,
MA with Corinne Miller, the director of the upcoming Dream Play production we
were soon about to embark upon for the UMass Theater Department mainstage. The
marketing material billed it as putting “the historic Shea theater at the center. Be a
witness to the magic created in the front and the back of the stage. Become part of
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the show…through dozens of disorienting and thrilling encounters, and reunite
when it the world resolves at the end of the evening” (“Deus Ex Machina”). The
experience of time as I moved through the theater was compelling, albeit
disorienting. Stewart perhaps describes this feeling best when talking about one of
his dance pieces: “the effect is not to distinguish what is happening now from what
has happened before or what will happen next… [but to] draw attention to the
interdependence of the loops of movement that they differentiate, so that whatever
is made visible in a single moment is ghosted by the invisible textures of previous
and subsequent moments” (36). All of these events that the play enacted—a staging
of a dance hall show, a ritual event in the basement from when the theater was
taken over by a commune, a drunken fight at the bar—occurred within the same
building and carried equal weight. It was not necessary that I experience the history
of the theater in a chronological order because all of those events contributed to the
making of the Shea Theater. My sense of its “place” then became bound up in my
particular guided exploration of these presentations of historical events.
The experience of this show affirmed for me the joy of exploring and of
letting go of a need to know or understand everything (many moments of my
experience were explained by my reading the program note after the show). The
history of a place carries inherent meaning and weight.
Moving in to working on Dream Play where I served as the production
dramaturg, I began to have an appreciation for the scope of the project by the
summer of 2017. Corinne shared with me via email her expectations that the show
would take place over 9 different rooms plus beginning and ending in the Curtain
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Theater. Reading through different translations and adaptations of the script, I
quickly noticed that they all treated the material in quite different ways—even as
regards which characters remained and which were cut, to say nothing of Churchill’s
decision to cut out all references to religion entirely. I found this realization to be
liberating. We could make this play what we needed it to be, including combining
places and characters, and adding our own material.
I attended as many meetings with designers as I was able; we were worldbuilding together. I also actively participated in the fall workshop of the play.
Especially because I knew this would be an immersive show, I wanted the actors
and design team to know that I was invested in this process and in the success of
this piece. During the formal rehearsals, I was moving between rooms as scenes
began to be blocked and devised text was finessed and finalized. I recorded all of the
changes, and also tried to track what I will refer to as the “storytelling,” because this
play was not so focused on having a singular narrative arc.

D. Establishing Parameters
Being the “dramaturg as artistic instigator,” I knew that there were many
decisions I needed to make about the project, from the time and location to the kind
of fairytales I would include. As described in my feminist praxis section, I was not
interested in dictating what format these performances would take. I was open to
everything from spoken word poetry to dance to a traditional theatrical monologue.
However, because of my poor theater aesthetic, and my interest in the nature of
ephemeral experiences, I knew that I wanted no technological support—be it sound,
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lighting, scenic elements, etc. The performers could show up and leave at a
moment’s notice. This did not preclude bringing an instrument for example, but I
did not want anything that would require electronic support. I realized later that I
had not been explicitly clear about this component of my vision from the get-go with
my performers. The goals of my project seemed pretty open-ended and intangible
through just a theatrical praxis, though I realized through my theoretical research
that these fairytale pieces were just my “in,” the tangible conceit through which I
could explore many larger phenomenological concepts about human interactions
particularly with/in the woods and through childhood memory via physiological
interaction with performances in a specific place.
I, perhaps naively, had not planned on providing any kind of writing prompts
because I didn’t want to dictate or preclude what kinds of work the performers
might generate. However, trusting the advice of my advisor, I did choose to create a
few open-ended prompts for the handout I would provide at the first meeting.

E. First Meetings
Understanding better my sense and goals of this project, I finally slated a
meeting for November 8, 2017 in the evening. I had a rough estimate of about 20-25
people who had expressed enough interest and initiative to plan to attend the
meeting. I knew that not everyone would be able to attend, but for the convenience
of articulating the structure and expectations of the project to people in less time
than if I met with everyone individually, I hosted the meeting in a rehearsal hall of
the Fine Arts Center. I ensured that the email I sent out included explicit directions
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and a map because the FAC can foil even the hardiest adventurer. I also stated in the
email that I was more than happy to meet with people individually if they could not
make it to the meeting (or were out of town, as one person who reached out to me
was a friend of a friend who saw that call on Facebook but lived in New York City!).
In the description I provided in the email, I stated,

At this meeting, I will go over my aims of the project in a little more detail,
answer any questions folks have, provide some guiding prompts for people
who don't have a clear vision in mind as of yet of what they would like their
piece to be, and introduce you to Corinne Miller (the third-year directing
grad at UMass who has agreed to be available in the spring to work with
people wanting some performance guidance) and Christina Beam (the thirdyear costume design grad at UMass who will be available to help people
curate costumes from their wardrobes for the performance).

I wanted to assure people that they did not need to have much, or even any,
performance experience that they would have a lot of support not only from me, but
also for performance preparation and costume curation.
The evening arrived, and I have to admit that I was nervous. I wasn’t sure
how many people would actually come because it was just an information-gathering
session. I went into the rehearsal hall and began waiting. Soon, a few undergraduate
students from UMass trickled in, along with some of the graduate students that I
expected. A handful of community members that I didn’t know, but who I had been
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in touch with via email, also arrived. I was pleased with the turnout of about a dozen
or so people.
I began the meeting by doing a kind of check-in for my own records (and to
try to get know people’s names since that is not one of my strengths), and by
handing out an informational sheet that reiterated much of my recruitment
material, my timeline, and then parameters of what I was including in my “fairytale”
definition. I also included some writing/thinking prompts for people who were
intrigued by the project but perhaps didn’t have a clear sense of what their
performance might be.
At the meeting, I asked everyone to introduce themselves and say what drew
them to this project. There was a range of answers, everything from people liking
me enough to want to help out to a deep love of fairytales to a personal connection
to Amethyst Brook because she and her daughter had built many “fairy houses”
there over the years. I was pleased by the range, and excited to see what people
came up with. I then spent a few minutes going over the aforementioned handout
and answering questions.
My advisors had encouraged me to treat this meeting if not as a working
session than at least a space where people could brainstorm together. Consequently,
I asked people to share any initial ideas they may have had. Two or three spoke up,
but most of the group remained pretty quiet. I knew that I hadn’t really done any
trust exercises in this group, in part because I knew that they would be performing
individually so the intention of this project wasn’t focused on community-building
per se. So I then told people that the official meeting was over and asked that they
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begin to ruminate and do some journaling over the next several weeks. With this
slow theater process, I knew I might not see some of them regarding my project
until the spring semester began in January. I offered to hang around for a while if
people had specific questions for me.
Many people in the group stayed and did indeed want to talk to me
individually about questions, thoughts, or concerns they had, though they mostly
seemed to stem from places of interest and enthusiasm. I was affirmed after this
experience in my impulse to do individual meetings with people to foster trust with
me as their producer/dramaturg and not put them on the spot to try things or make
discoveries in a public way. This was an important early reminder to listen to my
gut-instincts, something that I have tried to work on in both my personal and
academic life over the past three years here at UMass. Slowing down and spending
time reflecting helps me to be more in-tune with those affective responses.

F. My Participation
For a long time, I had been on the fence about whether I was going to
participate by making my own piece for Play in the Woods, or if I wanted to maintain
my distance as dramaturg/producer. I wanted to participate as I had some initial
impulses of ideas I might do, having been thinking about this project for so long, but
I also really wanted to have the ability to wander through the woods and just get a
sense of the audience’s experience (and to see all of the performers’ pieces).
Eventually, I decided that I did want to participate by creating and
performing a piece. In part because I was so invested in the conceit of the project, I
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felt it was only fair that I should create a piece to be as vulnerable in exploring
openly my connection to a fairytale as I was asking my fellow participants to be. I
am more settled on this decision as I see how seriously people have been taking the
project and the deep and personal connections they have found to many of these
stories.
A solution that I reached, was that there was easily a way in which my
performance could be moving throughout the Amethyst Brook Conservation Area.
Many of the stories that immediately sprung to mind for me were ones that entailed
movement or wandering, as well as being outdoors—Little Red Riding Hood; The
Seal’s Skin; Iron John. It was no surprise to me that none of them were “princess”
stories, having grown up with many stories—feminist retellings of fairytales and
other books I read—that had strong female protagonists as the central figure. I
realized in hindsight, of course, that the romance and conceit of marriage being the
be-all-end-all never resonated with me. I grew up with both parents working and
my mom always earning more than my dad, and I realized later in life that I am
demisexual. That doesn’t remove my desire for a meaningful romantic relationship,
but I think it did shape my feelings about relationships because I did not really
experience physical attraction to anyone for a long time.
Reflecting on the themes of this project, Play in the Woods emerges from a
place of missing my father and appreciating many of the things that he instilled in
me. “The Seal’s Skin” was the story that resonated most deeply with me. It is one
that I actually didn’t learn until my first semester of college, when I was a freshman
at Ithaca College and taking a class on The Hero’s Journey, where we explored
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fairytales and rituals and how they related to our lives. It is an Icelandic story that is
fascinatingly similar in nature to Scottish tales about selkies. I have never felt
especially grounded (or rooted to use an arboreal metaphor) in one place, having
moved a number of times over my life. My parents moved from the house they were
in when I was born to another house before my younger sister was born. We moved
again in late elementary school, remaining in the same county but to a new town
and school district. I realized working on this piece that I have always been an
independent person, but especially after the loss of my dad I put up even more
emotional walls to protect myself. I wanted to be the one leaving other people so
that they couldn’t abandon me. I left for college, studied abroad for a semester,
taught English abroad in the republic of Georgia for a year after graduating.
Following that, I held a year-long internship at the McCarter Theatre in Princeton,
NJ. I headed home for a year before applying and being accepted to graduate school
at UMass. Even during my tenure here, I made many trips back to visit my mother in
Rochester, NY and my partner in Pittsburgh, PA. I spent a summer in New York City,
and another summer split between South Africa and Pittsburgh. Clearly, I have been
pretty itinerant for much of the past several years, and am still grappling with what
it means to “live” somewhere and to “feel home.”
Consequently, the story of a seal who has her skin stolen while she is in a
female human form by human man who more or less holds her captive, preventing
her from returning to the water—her home and her family and friends—was
something that resonated with me deeply. Even though in some versions of the
story the seal loves her husband, and has children with him, she cannot ignore the
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call of the water. She always ends up returning to the ocean through regaining her
skin, sometimes with the help of her child, because she will die if she doesn’t. That
soul-deep sense of wanderlust, even if not to “go somewhere” specific, is an
experience that I really relate to. Moreover, the trust and intimacy issues that the
woman has in that story were also issues I myself have been working on so that I do
not continue to leave before people can hurt or leave me.
Another important things about this story to me is that it is one that, in
various forms, I could concretely point to as existing in a number of places around
the world, from Alaskan Inuits to Scotland to the Faroe Islands. Moreover, a
children’s animated film entitled Song of the Sea came out in 2014, and its
exploration of not only the loss of a parent (the mother in this film and most
iterations of selkie lore) but the sibling relationship—having one sister that I in
some regards felt I also lost after my dad’s death—that the film explores was just
one more iteration that I found gave me resonance to the selkie story.
The text of my performance monologue is listed in the appendix with the
other performers’ pieces.

G. Winter as a Part of the Natural Cycle
I have to own that personally, I enjoy winter. I love living places that have
four distinct seasons, including a winter with bare trees and snow. However, this
past late fall and winter were personally very challenging for me for a number of
reasons.
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The passing of my grandmother a few days after Thanksgiving was extremely
unexpected and left me quite upset. While I had not grown up living geographically
close to any of my grandparents, I had always felt a strong connection to my mom’s
parents. My grandmother in particular was the one instigating big family reunions,
regularly feeding the hungry hordes with vats of pasta and sauce, and generally
being the social life of the party. She was so gregarious, rather the opposite of my
introverted self, and exuded such love that I was always happy spending time with
them, either when they came up to visit my nuclear family or when we went down
to New Jersey to visit my extended family.
I was forced then to reconcile that while I do not fear death, the loss of others
is always hard for me. Moreover, because of my upbringing and faith, I still grapple
with wanting to see cycles as a part of the natural world and our part in it.
Christianity focuses on a more linear narrative of time, as opposed to other cultures
that perceive the structure of the universe as more cyclical. While my faith allows
me hope that I will in some way be with my loved ones again, it is framed as though
that will be in the future, as opposed to being more within and around me. I am
trying to reconcile what I carry of my loved ones within me with how my faith
structures a belief in the afterlife.
I was reminded, too, of my own fragility on January 1, 2018. It was winter
break, and was returning home late that night to my mom’s house after having been
out for much of the day. I knew the weather was bad and had been careful driving
home, but unthinkingly hopped out of my car and ran down the driveway to pick up
my neighbor’s trashcan that had fallen over. I slipped on the ice under the snow,
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rolled over my ankle, and after a late-night trip to the emergency room, learned that
I had broken it.
Arguing throughout much of my tenure in graduate school that I want to use
a slower method of making theater, I realized that I have not been so good at
applying that same practice to my own life. I was literally forced to slow down
significantly for several weeks due to my injury. Everyday tasks like showering and
cooking took me much longer, as I needed to navigate using crutches and/or
balancing on one leg.
In many regards, these two events forced me to grapple with mortality in an
immediate and visceral way. I have for many years embraced the Western concept
of Cartesian dualism that attempts to separate my consciousness from my body.
This year especially, though, I was forced to confront the fact that our consciousness
is manifest through our bodies and their connection to the world. Our bodies go
through cycles and changes, and eventually die, even if that means that our remains
in some other ways are “returned from dust to dust” to use a Christian religious
phrase. We are inherently and integrally part of Morton’s “mesh.”

H. Early Correspondence
The structure that I had established for this project entailed giving the
participants a significant amount of time between meetings, and relying on a lot of
autonomous work between when we would be touching base. Out of necessity, I
needed to trust the participants to be actively involved in this process.
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I had a number of people express interest either via email, or in passing to
me in the hallway who then would never follow-up when I would try to schedule a
meeting. I called these the “ghosters,” to borrow a colloquialism that is used
especially in regards to online dating where someone the interested party is in
communication with suddenly stops responding and can no longer be reached. This
was an important reminder to me that I cannot necessarily rely on interest or
enthusiasm to translate into participation. Moreover, not everyone is as neurotically
organized as I am, so I found I often had to send follow-up emails to many people to
schedule (or reschedule forgotten) meetings. I am not sure if this is a generational
or cultural difference, particularly with undergraduate students, but I have found
that this type of frustration happens frequently to many of my graduate colleagues
as well as myself.
I asked the people who either attended the meeting and thought they wanted
to participate, or who met with me individually before the end of the fall semester,
to use the next several weeks—the end of the semester and the school winter
break—to think about what stories might resonate with them, how they connect on
a personal level, and to do some ruminating and free-writing. I know, as mentioned
above, that starting on something and then giving the brain time to process it
subconsciously over a longer gestation period allows interesting, and sometimes
unexpected, connections to emerge more fully-formed.
I had one potential participant who lives in New York City—a mutual friend
of Facebook saw my post and shared it with him. We corresponded via email and
had a phone conversation in early November where he had some really direct
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connections to the project concepts and a strong idea of personal story he wanted to
tell. Over the winter break, he contacted me with some early thoughts about his
piece, considering recording the text of it and then performing a kind of movement
piece next to the speaker. I realized then that I had to express my desire for a poor,
non-electronic theater aesthetic more clearly.
I told all of the participants that I would be accessible over winter break via
email or skype if they wanted to be in touch with me regarding any
questions/comments/concerns because I was going to be out of town, as were many
of the students. I anticipated that most people would be trying to take a break from
schoolwork so didn’t expect to hear much from anyone. I encouraged everyone to do
some journaling and free writing to begin generating some big ideas and see what
resonated about this project for them in light of my prompts.
I had one young woman—an undergraduate student at UMass who I knew
personally—who had expressed interest in my thesis in person to me in passing. We
were struggling to find a time to meet before the end of the semester, as she became
sick the day we had slated to meet. I did not hear from her again before the end of
the semester, and then I received an email from her after Christmas while I was still
out of town. She told me that she was feeling very overwhelmed by her workload for
the spring between being in a departmental mainstage show, working on another
production for her senior honor’s thesis, and her general spring workload. I wrote
back to her and thanked her for being in touch with me sooner than later. I had
anticipated some people pulling out, and would rather it happened before I was
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really invested in their pieces. Unfortunately, I had a number of people over the next
several months who contacted me about no longer being able to participate.

I. Spring Process
Part of my frustration about participants dropping out stemmed from a
larger issue of this very thing having happened to myself and many others a number
of times in work in the department. I have found that a number of students are
overextended and not good about communicating. And/or they presume that
rehearsals can be structured around their demanding schedule. In Dream Play, there
was an actor who dropped out of the show after our fall workshop. After the first
day of formal rehearsal near the end of the fall semester, he informed the director in
passing in the hall that he would no longer be able to participate in the show
because of family issues. She and I were incredibly frustrated, and put on the spot to
find a new actor quickly to fill the role as rehearsals for this devised play had
already begun.
I believe that some of this mentality of being overextended and
noncommittal stems from youthful enthusiasm and FOMO (“fear of missing out”). As
regards my project in particular, I framed and structured Play in the Woods as
something that the participants were to work on in their own time. In this way, I
think that my thesis was seen as “less serious” than a mainstage production, for
example. And the “ghosting” behavior was an easy out when communicating
predominantly or entirely via email. Also, because I was not crystal clear in my
expectations regarding the relatively short length of pieces and level of polish, I
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believe many people thought the project would entail more work on their end than I
intended.
I find that my feminist praxis, in a desire to be flexible and slow and caring of
the human, is easier to take advantage of because it isn’t so “serious” or rigid in its
expectations—I was willing to meet with people at all different times, working with
them individually, actively helping them create the projects. My performance
expectations of them were not necessarily about having a perfectly polished piece
but helping to curate a larger experience to explore some of my research questions.
Because I also am not a particularly assertive, much less punitive, person, I think
students also felt fewer qualms about contacting me to say they could no longer
participate because I generally would acquiesce, and was not in a position of
authority to be able to have negative repercussions (they receive no grade for this
work, for example). It caused me and my work to feel taken for granted at times, and
that was upsetting. I would make myself available at every time I offered even if I
had not heard from anyone that they wanted to meet then, I rescheduled countless
meetings, I met people in a number of different locales, I supported people in their
creation even as they were still generating material much later in the process than I
had asked them to. It was an important reminder for me that everyone is not as
organized nor as eager to please as I am, and to question where my boundaries are
and what I am willing to actually be flexible about. I struggled to set clear
expectations and boundaries around respectful timelines, which included asking for
my time to be respected. The politics of care that I wished to practice is often a
gendered way of working, and it often taxes women (me in this instance) who are
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expected to perform a selfless form of caring. I still have much work to do in this
arena, both in my personal and professional life, to find a balance of ensuring that
caring for myself is a part of my practice.
My feminist praxis was affirming in my decision to meet with people
individually throughout the semester, though. Performers were very vulnerable
with me, and began sharing some personal information that I hadn’t known even
about people I considered friends and close colleagues. This was illuminating, and
reminded me that everyone has a story to tell, and brings their own baggage to
everything they work on and create. I personally have a hard time being open with
people, and so I found that this structure of meeting with people individually
allowed them to process sometimes challenging material in a safer space than if I
had followed the suggestion of some of my advisors in trying to create “writing
groups” for several participants at once. In an effort to maintain my sanity, though, I
did offer up specific windows of time that I could be available to meet with
participants when I sent out emails instead of amorphously trying to schedule with
every person individually. If people were unavailable at those times, I could almost
always find another time that worked for both of us, but I found it easier (and got
better responses) when people planned to just come in a slot that I had provided to
them.
This structure did present some challenges for me as producer and
dramaturg, though, as I wound up expending a large amount of energy tracking
people down and rescheduling meetings. Unfortunately, I only had email addresses
for a number of participants and did not run into many of them in person. While I
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was not questioning my decision to meet with people individually and more
sporadically than a “traditional rehearsal process,” I did begin to question if I should
have collected phone numbers or class/work schedules, or find some other way to
be in touch.
It was important for me in the process to have articulated my poor theater
aesthetic and goals for the project before I began working with the participants. This
also entailed knowing the kinds of stories I wanted to include and why. The
performer from New York City had a very clear personal story that he wanted to
share that connected directly to the idea of fairies in the woods and the importance
of costume to his story. He contacted me relatively early in the process saying that
he was thinking about having the text recorded and playing near him while he
would be silently creating the hats discussed in his piece. This served as an
important opportunity for me to articulate the value of my poor theater aesthetic
tying into the larger theme of ephemeral magic that I was hoping to explore in the
project, and the value of empowering people to literally use their own voices and
bodies to tell their own stories. I also had a student who told me near the end of
March that he was feeling very over-extended and did not think he’d be able to
participate in the project any more. In a wider sense, I am working on standing up
for my work and my worth, so I took this as an opportunity to “say no.” I responded
by saying that I was really enthused by the student’s initial ideas about his piece,
and that this project was intended to be creating a short piece that shouldn’t take an
exorbitant amount of his time—that it was something he could sit down and jot
down a few ideas before a class or after rehearsal until he had a cohesive
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approximately five minute piece that he could repeat during the performance time
on May 5th. Having clarified that, he responded and said that he could still continue
to participate. I also had a few participants who initially came to me with a desire to
use stories that did not fit into my “fairytale” definition, such as Peter Pan, Alice in
Wonderland, or The Ugly Duckling. While one of the participants made the case that
those stories have become almost as ubiquitous, because they are in the public
domain and are so popular and adapted so often, I stuck to my guns. I heard her
argument, but reiterated the importance for this project that the stories people were
drawing on had a sense of collective or communal ownership, even if they became
famous for having been recorded or first written down by a classic European
author—the Grimms, Perrault, etc. She was understanding, and chose instead to
brilliantly use a fugitive slave narrative as a re-presentation of the magic of escape
that exists in many fairytales.
I had other participants draw some fascinating connections to, and questions
about, the tales they wanted to examine from their childhoods. Many of them were
European stories that I was familiar with, but some were not. For example, I had a
participant from India who wanted to examine how kings in many Indian tales are
presented as do-gooders, but that many political leaders of today are corrupt and
self-serving. I had another participant who was interested in using his experience as
the son of Filipino immigrants as a lens through which to view European tales. A
third participant, a young black man, used the songs of Nina Simone and Sun Ra to
challenge the tale of the little mermaid who is so desperate to fit into another
culture that she physically changes who she is. I was pleased to see people making
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connections between fairytales and cultures from around the world in light of their
individual experiences, and sharing these discoveries through their own voices and
bodies.

J. Amethyst Brook Group Visit
I had initially, pretty ardently, stated that there would be no kind of dress
rehearsal; that the first time people would all be together in the same place would
be for the performance. I began reconsidering that when I was speaking to a student
whose piece was about The Little Mermaid**. I recommended that he go down and
check out Amethyst Brook if he had never been before because there is so much
water and that might be something he wanted to incorporate into his performance.
I had another student who mentioned to me that she would need a ride the
day of the performance because she didn’t have a car. I knew there was a bus route
that went right by there, but I looked more closely and realized it doesn’t run on the
weekends. Another bus goes close, necessitating about a 10-minute walk to the
location. Consequently, I began to pointedly encourage folks to car pool, and I too
offered rides to anyone who needed one from UMass on the day of the performance
(which helped assuage my concerns about limited parking as well).
I wound up offering group rides to Amethyst Brook on May 2nd at 2:00, the
other reading day during finals, for people who did not have a car but wanted to see
the location before the performance date. I only had two participants take me up on

I was comfortable including The Little Mermaid because while Anderson wrote that specific tale,
mermaids/selkies/sirens/other humanoid creatures living under the water exist outside of and
before that specific story.

**
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the offer, and we had a short visit walking around so they could get their bearings
and feel familiar with the space before Saturday.
While this removed a little bit of the randomness from the day of the
performance, it felt beneficial and worthwhile to make sure the performers were
comfortable and situated. I also told the performers that they were welcome to walk
around as audience members before or after their performance within that 2-4pm
timeframe.
Moreover, even though some of the performers and myself had been to the
performance site prior to May 5th, this did not remove the importance of instinct in
choosing the individual locations of performance on the day of. Because the
performers and the place would all be different between visiting and the
performance—different weather, different day and time, likely different people in
the woods—specific sites within Amethyst Brook would be different. Consequently,
I encouraged people to perform wherever felt right to them.

K. Wardrobe Curation and Acting Guidance
I am decidedly not a designer and do not have much experience in providing
acting guidance to performers. Consequently, I asked Christina Beam, a fellow thirdyear graduate student in costume design and participant in my thesis, to assist if
anyone needed help curating their ensemble. I also asked Corinne Miller, another
third-year grad in directing, if she could help any of the performers have an outside
eye as they were working on preparing their pieces.
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Both women generously offered a few blocks of time that they were available
at the end of April, much like how I had previously made myself available at set
times for meetings. I knew that we were close to the end of the semester so the
participants would be busy, but I hoped that their pieces would be mostly
completed by this point, having started the process back in the fall. I sent out several
emails reminding the performers of these resources, and the times both women
would be available. Unfortunately, no one took Corinne up on her offer to meet and
help them work through things or serve as a test audience. Christina had only one
participant come who borrowed some costume pieces from the shop’s stock.
I was disappointed, but not particularly surprised. In hindsight, I realize that
many of the performers, while perhaps thinking about their pieces for many
months, did not have a written script until the week of the performance.
Consequently, most of them were not in a place to be polishing the performance of
their pieces because they were still writing them. Moreover, I have learned through
this process that not everyone is as thorough about their emails as I am, and that I
may need to remind people of many things in multiple forms, not just via a written
email. In hindsight, I could have set some required deadlines or group meetings with
the participants and Corinne and Christina.
I also had strongly encouraged the performers to pull their costumes from
their own wardrobes. This impulse was in line with the poor theater aesthetic of the
project. It also stemmed from the fact that they were telling their own stories and so
I wanted them to still look like themselves, even if dressed up because they were
talking about fairytales and not just out for a hike like the audience would be.
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L. Advertising
I grappled with how much advertising to do for my project. I had initially
thought to not do any and have the audience be predominantly people who were out
for a hike that day and stumbled upon the performance. However, I had a number of
people express in the project when I was sharing my recruitment materials early in
the fall semester. People both in the department, as well as friends and community
members I knew, were enthusiastic about the concept and wanted to come support
it. I also had a few of my performers mention that they were interested in having
their family come (as mine would be in from out-of-town to see my thesis
performance).
With all that in mind, I decided to do some very minimal advertising. I
created a poster, using the same image I had put on the recruiting materials so that
people who had seen it back in the fall would make the connection. I hung the
posters around the theater department and in a few locations around campus, such
as in the library and the campus center. I also shared the information on the UMass
Department of Theater department Facebook group, I asked that it be emailed out in
the departmental email about student work, and I sent some personal emails to
people I knew that I thought would be interested (mostly locals, but also a few
professional contacts as well so that they knew what I was currently working on).
While I disseminated the information about the performance, I decided not to
make any kind of poster or indicator at the performance site for the day-of.
Amethyst Brook has a clear parking area and signage stating that it is part of the
local hiking trails. Part of the experience I wanted the audience to have was the
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sense of discovery, and happening upon something. Moreover, I did not want to
make it obvious that an event was occurring for people who simply decided to go for
a hike at Amethyst Brook that day; I didn’t want people to be deterred or feel that
they were uninvited. Balloons or a sign make it feel as though a birthday party or
some other event had reserved the space. Personally, if I encountered that at an
entrance to public hiking trails, I would probably leave, thinking that a private event
was happening. I did not want anyone to feel excluded from Amethyst Brook that
day, but rather to encounter an audience made up of both hikers and deliberate
witnesses. I hoped my audience would walk away from this project sensing the
magic, ephemerality, and wonder that the woods and fairytales evoke in me.
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CHAPTER IV
MAY 5TH PERFORMANCE AND REFLECTION
I could not have asked for a better day for the performance! The weather on
the afternoon of May 5th was absolutely beautiful—about 75 degrees and partially
sunny. I told all of the participants to be prepared to perform come rain or shine; I
would only cancel the performance if it was thundering outside. While nice weather
is certainly preferable, especially for the audience and the hikers, cool or rainy
weather would have also worked aesthetically for my project, because the
possibility of happening upon something magical in the woods can most certainly
happen in ominous weather.
At around 1:30, I met some of the participants at the UMass campus who
needed a ride to Amethyst Brook. Between myself and other performers who had
cars, there were no problems getting everyone there. The participants were in good
spirits and full of energy as we drive over together, discussing their pieces and the
end of the semester.
When we arrived at Amethyst Brook, some audience members that I knew
personally were already there waiting in the parking lot at about ten minutes to
2:00. I greeted them, and reminded them as well as the performers who met me in
the parking lot the basic structure of the performance (performers do not need to
stay the whole time, the audience is welcome to walk around at their leisure and to
leave whenever they want). I was pleased by the congenial atmosphere, already
feeling at peace with my decision not to put up a sign or to make the performance
more of an “event.”
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I began to walk into the woods, and stopped at a few of the performances I
encountered of participants who had gone in ahead of me. I saw approximately
three full performances, and glimpsed or passed four others as I made my way
farther into the woods. There were some audience members in the woods clearly
there for the performance as they knew one of the performers, but I also saw people
who were there to enjoy the woods and were unaware of the performance.
I began walking; thinking that I would move between spaces, and stop in
different locations each time I delivered my performance. The piece, inspired by
“The Seal’s Skin” was very much focused on the woods and wandering, and
embracing liminal spaces. I remembered how much I liked the bridges of the
conservation area, but had not recalled quite how far in they were. I crossed the first
one I encountered, spending a few moments taking in the beauty of the day and the
joy that I was experiencing about the project. I saw two audience members
approach. I was nervous, as it has been some time since I last performed publically,
but I took a deep breath and delivered my monologue to them as they approached
the bridge. As I finished the piece, I turned and walked away, finishing crossing the
bridge and continuing into the woods.
As I walked along, I wanted to make sure that I tried to see which performers
were in the woods already. I continued up to the next bridge, considering
performing at the labyrinth but feeling that space had a sacredness of its own. I
knew that I didn’t want to perform up towards Mount Orient because I wanted to
stay by the water, and I did not think any other performers had gone in that far.
Consequently, I walked back across the second bridge. There I saw a man reading by
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the water’s edge. I did not want to disturb him; my gut instinct was that I would
interact with audience members (deliberate and those who happened upon the
performance) who seemed interested and engaged, but I would leave those who did
not wish to be disturbed alone.
Because spring in the Northeast is the rainiest season of the year, the brook
was full and rushing. I enjoyed being able to hear the flowing water throughout
much of the hiking area, and to feel its movement beneath me when I crossed the
bridges. Working on listening to my instincts, I decided not to stick with my initial
plan of moving throughout the conservation area and stopping to perform at
different locations. Being above the river, on one of the bridges, felt right to me as I
encountered it, and so I began to wind my way back to the first bridge I had crossed,
choosing it to be my performance location for the rest of the duration of the
performance.
I followed the path downstream on the opposite bank, returning to the first
bridge I had encountered, sensing by this time that I was serving as a kind of endpoint or periphery for the performance. I performed my monologue for people who
approached me, many of whom I knew or that came with performers. I did have one
couple who approached me and seemed very interested in talking, so I actually
wound up summarizing my piece as a part of our conversation. They had a very
enthusiastic dog with them, and so they moved on past me quickly. Several other
groups made their way to me. I especially enjoyed when I would see an audience
member recognize my story when I mentioned it. Rarely would everyone in a group
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know the story, so the range of responses as I recounted my piece was fascinating to
see.
Close to 4:00, I began to wander back down the path to see if I could catch
some of the performances I hadn’t seen on my way in. I knew that some people
might have left already, as I only required the performers to stay for half an hour.
However, as I began to walk back, I had some friends approach me who were
running late but wanted to see the performances. I could have chosen to not
perform for them, but since I knew they had come specifically to support me I
walked back with them to the bridge to do my piece. Finally, it was 4:00 and I began
walking back. I met up with some of the performers that I had promised rides back
to campus along the way. As we were headed back to the parking lot, we
encountered some more friends of mine who had arrived late, so we performed for
them where we were.
Close to the parking lot, I encountered another performer who was still
bringing all of her materials back to her car, so I gave her a hand. Finally, I drove the
participants back to campus and the performance was over. The time had flown by,
and I felt wonderful about the day.
I heard positive reviews from family and friends who had come to the
performance. People seemed to enjoy the opportunity to be out of doors and the
agency to go where and when they wanted, and to leave whenever they wanted to. I
overheard people who had not gone together discussing the show a few days after
the performance, and enjoyed knowing that not everyone encountered all of the
same performers (whether that was through different discovery routes or due to the
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fact that performers came and went is impossible to know). That sense of varied
experiences and audience autonomy was something that I had strived for with Play
in the Woods.
It also meant that much of the production was out of my hands day-of. I did
not even know if all of the performers came, exactly where they were, or how big the
audience was. It was liberating for me to let go of my desire to organize and control
every detail and to trust that the performance would work. While I was sad to not be
able to see all of the pieces, my decision to also participate as a performer allowed
me to tell my own story and publicly share my connection to this concept, and to feel
on a more equal footing with the other participants instead of serving as a separate
observer and kind of authority figure.
I also found myself reflecting on how ingrained things like formal start times
are to people’s experiences of theater. Running in to audience members before 2:00
who were waiting in the parking lot for us to arrive was telling—they did not just
venture into the woods when they arrived, Rather, they waited and let us go into the
woods ahead of them, knowing that the performances were to start at 2:00. I was
pleased to know that some people came later and left earlier, though, because I had
put on the flyer that people could come “any time between 2 and 4” to wander
around the woods and discover.
I also appreciated how this location and framework allowed for more contact
between the audience and the performers. I told the performers that they could
interact with the audience as much or as little as they were comfortable, but that the
emphasis of their time should be on performing their pieces and not improvising or
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having conversations. The couple that walked by me with the dog wanted to talk a
bit, and I was happy to chat with them. I learned that they are both professors at
UMass in different departments and that they were hiking the Robert Frost Trail
while reading some of his poetry and practicing their spirituality. The husband also
told me that he ardently believed in the spirits of places surrounding us and
proceeded to tell me about an older woman who had died in the Amethyst Brook
Conservation Area a number of years ago. Apparently she would walk there
frequently, and fell one day and broke her ankle and wound up passing away. Her
family’s response was that she loved being there and they could not think of a place
that she would have liked to pass away more. I thanked him for telling me and they
went on their way.
Thanks to the structure of my project, I had opened up a dialogue between
the performers and the audience, and the process confirmed for me that I was
indeed in the right place at the right time, doing important work. This gentleman did
not know how much personal catharsis there has been for me in working on Play in
the Woods, and he certainly could not have known that my own father passed away
while out on a hiking trip in the Adirondacks and that I too felt that there was no
better way for him to have died than out hiking in the woods.
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CONCLUSION
And so I have come full circle, my interactions with unsuspecting audience
members in the woods as a part of my thesis performance proving to me that
trusting in myself and my work yields beautiful results. Sharing the parts of my
father that reside within me help to foster a community of love, amongst humans
and with the natural world.
Perhaps the most important thing I took away from this project was to
embrace the liminal; it is the place where dramaturgy resides after all. The woods
are not just a metaphoric place of in-betweenness between life and death, but a
literal space where I make that association. I connect being in the woods with my
father’s life, but also to his death. Fairytales, too, are a kind of liminal story, existing
as both the real and the fantastical. It is through these magical tales that we can try
to examine our own human experiences.
The research for this project was very much a central part of my discovery
and ability to articulate my personal goals for this project, as well as my aims for the
pieces created by the performers. In the fall, a friend of mine pointed out that this
project relies on a lot of trust, which was actually something that I had taken for
granted. I try to believe the best of people, and that those who were actually
invested through its duration were the ones meant to participate. But I have learned
that my process of trust extends much farther than just trust in my participants
(necessary for any theatrical endeavor). I also realized that I trusted in the weather
to be safe enough to be out-of-doors for the two, and only two, hours that I slated for
this performance to occur. I trusted that people would come to the performance—
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be they family and friends who have shown their interest and enthusiasm, or my
hoped-for “unknowing audience” of hikers. I trusted that there would be no
ramifications for doing a performance in a public place without having it approved
by the town.
Related, early in the spring semester one of my colleagues pointed out that I
have also managed to maintain interest in an independent project for my
performers over the duration of almost two full semesters, longer than college
classes or even most rehearsal periods last. While a big part of this was my
emphasis on slow theater-making that I articulated to all of my participants, my
colleague also pointed out that it speaks highly of me and the work itself that people
have continued to be invested and participatory. Her comment was valuable and
affirming for me, after I had been feeling taken advantage of with a number of
people “ghosting” on me or needing so much prodding. It helped me to put in
perspective that working in a different way doesn’t always fit with everyone’s style
and personality, but that for those who do enjoy it, it can be very meaningful. And so
I try to remember that I am doing this project in this way because it is for me, and to
make space and be inclusive of others who also want to try something new or
different but that I do not need to change my way of working for those who don’t
want to do it this way. There are plenty of other opportunities for students on
campus to work on shows frantically and with a quick turn-around.
Within my broad research scope, though, I realized that even as I tried to
keep all of my categories separate, points of convergence kept appearing. While this
was encouraging for my process, it became challenging for me to attempt to
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organize my work. I appreciated that because there were so many ideas that
influenced the piece, when I would speak to people in different disciplines they
would get excited about different components of the project and share other
materials with me. Their enthusiasm was infectious, but I did eventually reach a
point where I would thank people for their suggestions and make note of them,
knowing that I did not have the ability to incorporate everything into this one
project. But the concepts continue to intrigue and inspire me, and so I hope to
continue to do research on things that have come up in this process.
One early discovery that I made was the Jungian archetype of the child, and
its emphasis on futurity and hope. This became a central concept that I held on to,
and found that it kept cropping up in much of my other work as well. It is an idea
that I tried to internalize, because I believe that life is futile without hope. There is
much work to do to improve our world—politically, socially, and environmentally—
but the work can bring joy rather than sorrow if we focus on the hope of it instead of
the crisis mentality of needing to reverse the negative history.
Another crucial concept for this project was the idea of the connection
between place and memory. Understanding that we are made up of the experiences
that we have in different places helped me to think about why I wanted this
performance to be in the woods so much, both on a personal and conceptual level.
What connections did I have to the woods, before I could then think about
connections that fairytales as a genre have with the woods? It also gave me a
broader scope of thinking about multicultural and post-colonial theory in (what was
for me anyway) a more tangible way. By thinking about the body in places, and how
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both of those inform and are colored by storytelling—the oral tradition relies on the
body and existing in the same temporal space—I was able to consider the value of
different stories by and about different people co-existing simultaneously in one
place for the performance.
The framework of childhood quickly helped me to pull many of these things
together, and especially to put them alongside fairytales. While I do not believe that
fairytales are children’s stories, they are stories that many of us are introduced to
first as children. The fairytales, I realize in hindsight, were just a way to get at the
childhood and at the woods. They allowed me to explore my personal connection to
the magic and sense of the ephemeral, the magic, and wondering/wandering I
hoped people would slowly glean. I achieved this in part through the process of
working on the project, and I hope the audience will experience something similar
as they explore, even if they can’t articulate all of these components explicitly.
My advisor pointed out that much of what I wanted to examine in this project
fell into the realm of phenomenology, “the study of ‘phenomena’: appearances of
things, or things as they appear in our experience, or the ways we experience things,
thus the meanings things have in our experience. Phenomenology studies conscious
experience as experienced from the subjective or first person point of view” (Smith).
With this realization, I was able to argue that both the first-person narrative pieces I
wanted my performers to create about their experiences with fairytales and the
experience that I wanted the audience to have of feeling empowered to explore the
space and the pieces as they were so inclined in their own time and at their own
pace were all really about fostering an appreciation of this first-person individual
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experience. We all take-in information and experiences differently, and I wanted
this project to be an avowal of the importance of that—our unique experiences in a
time and a place are what make us who we are.
My feminist praxis allowed this project to be a personal journey of selfdiscovery, through literal and intellectual meandering. My emphasis on trust—in my
gut responses, in my performers, in the weather—proved to be well-founded. I
believe the universe gives back what energy we put out. My decision to work
individually with the performers encouraged them to share vulnerable and personal
aspects of their lives through a connection to these stories, and to question the
cultural framework in which they are presented. Creating the performance
experience as decentralized equalized the value of every performance, and the
audience’s ability to interact with the performers and the natural world empowered
them to make their own discoveries. My consciously SLOW method of theatermaking encouraged me to treat myself and the participants as human beings who
work at different paces and have different life experiences.
Play in the Woods was indeed my first small step of a “slow but sure remaking
of the world.” Together, there is hope for a future full of life and connection and
beauty.
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A. Thesis Call Flyer

Do you love fairytales?
Do you enjoy being in the woods?
If yes, then UMass MFA Dramaturgy graduate student
Claudia Nolan’s thesis Play in the Woods is the perfect fit for
you! She is looking for people of all backgrounds to create
short pieces—monologues, dances, songs, etc.—about the role
that fairytales play in their lives. No performance experience is
necessary.
Over the coming months, Claudia will work with you
individually to create your piece. The performance will take
place on May 5, 2018 in the Amethyst Brook conservation area
in Amherst, MA.
If you are interested in learning more, please contact
Claudia at clnolan@umass.edu by Friday, October 20. An
informal first meeting with all participants will be scheduled
within the next few weeks.
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B. Initial Meeting Information Sheet

PLAY IN THE WOODS
Claudia Nolan’s MFA Thesis Project

Goals of the project: My thesis aims to examine the role that fairytales play in our lives
by working with performers of various backgrounds to create personal-narrative
“monologues” exploring how the stories shaped their sense of self and place in society. I
will do this by using a “slow theater” approach wherein I work with the performers over
a period of several months to hone and shape their piece and still leave time to be
humans in a holistic sense. This will be an immersive performance in the woods,
allowing the audience to have agency over their experience of the show and to consider
the importance of place in storytelling—the woods are magic after all!
Timeline of individual meetings with Claudia:
November-December 17th, 2017
January 15th-February, 2018
March, 2018
April, 2018
Mary 5, 2018: Afternoon performance (exact time TBD) at Amethyst Brook
Conservation Area
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Expectations: Written document of the “monologue”, one-page reflection evening of
May 5
Parameters: I intend for this project to focus on fairytales and folktales. This then
precludes fables because they have a specific and clear moral lesson (eg. “The Tortoise
and the Hare”), and also myths (eg. Midas) because they quickly begin to border on
religious topics.
For my purposes, fairytales and folktales—while they may come from a specific
geographic place and community—are short stories that can transcend culture and
location. They have been told over and over again, and adapted in a myriad forms.
Consequently, novels like Alice in Wonderland and Peter Pan and Harry Potter do not
suit my needs.
I would love make this a multifaceted, multicultural exploration of the idea of
fairytales from around the world.
Prompts: These prompts are by no means the only things for you to think about, but
rather they are a place to begin if you find yourself searching for ideas.
1. What is the earliest fairytale you remember from your childhood? How did you
encounter it?

2. What is your favorite fairytale (or type of fairytale)? Why?

3. Did you ever study fairytales in school? What was that experience like?

4. What about my call made you want to participate?

5. How do you like to tell stories—movement/dance, poems, specific experiences,
songs, jokes, etc.?
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C. Thesis Flyer

PLAY IN THE WOODS
Claudia Nolan’s MFA Thesis

May 5TH, 2018
Amethyst Brook Conservation Area, Amherst, MA
Come any time between 2 and 4pm
and wander through the woods to experience some
personal stories about fairytales.

Photograph from Kirsty Mitchell’s Wonderland series
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APPENDIX B
PARTICIPANTS’ PIECES
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A. Vishnu Barve: “King Harshchandra”
Once there was a great king named Harishchandra who never lied and
alwasy kept his promise. He was the ruler of Ayodhya. He ruled his Kingdom wisely.
His subjects were happy and prosporous. He was well-known for his truthfulness.
The gods decided to test him. They asked Sage Viswamitra to help them.
One day, Harishchandra went hunting in the forest. Suddenly, he heard the
cries of a woman. As he went to help her, he entered the ashram of Vishwamitra.
Vishwamitra was disturbed in his meditation and became angry. To cool his anger
Harishchandra promised to donate his kingdom to Vishwamitra. Vishwamitra
accepted his donation but also demanded dakshina (fees) to make the act of
donation successful. Harishchandra, who had donated his whole kingdom, had
nothing to give as dakshina. He asked Vishwamitra to wait for one month before he
paid it.
A man true to his word, Harishchandra left his kingdom and went to Kashi
along with his wife, Shaivya, and son, Rohitashwa. In Kashi, he could not earn
anything. The period of one month was about to end. His wife requested him to sell
her as a slave to get the money. Harishchandra sold Shaivya to a Brahmin. As she
was about to leave with the Brahmin her son began to cry. Harishchandra requested
the Brahmin to buy Rohitashwa also. The Brahmin agreed. But the money was not
enough to pay the dakshina and so Harishchandra sold himself as a slave to a
chandala (a person who works in a cremation ground). He paid Vishwamitra, and
started working in the cremation ground.
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Shaivya worked as a servant in the Brahmin's house. One day, when
Rohitshwa was plucking flowers for the Brahmin, a snake bit him and he died.
Shaivya took her son's body to the cremation ground. There she met Harishchandra.
He was filled with grief to see his only son dead. To perform the cremation, he asked
Shaivya didn't have any money. Haishchandra, who was duty bound, could not
cremate the body without tax. Shaivya was a devoted wife and she did not want her
husband to give up his duty. She said, "The only possession I have is this old sari that
I am wearing. Please accept half of it as the tax." Harishchandra agreed to take the
sari. They also decided to give up their lives on their son's cremation fire.
As Shaivya tore her sari, Vishnu himself appeared with all the other gods. The
chandala, who was actually Yama, showed his real form and brought Rohitashwa
back to life. Harishchandra and his family passed the test; they had demonstrated
great virtue and righteousness. All the gods blessed them. Indra asked Harischandra
to go to heaven with him. But he refused saying that he could not go to heaven when
his subjects were suffering without him. He asked Indra to take all his subjects to
heaven. Indra said that it was not possible because people go to heaven or hell
depending on their deeds. Harishchandra said that he would donate all his virtues to
his subjects so that they could go to heaven and he would bear the consequences of
their sins. Seeing Harischandra's love for his subjects, the gods were very pleased.
They took all the people of Ayodhya to heaven. Mean while, Vishwamitra brought
new people to Ayodhya and made Rohitshwa the king.
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[Editor’s Note: While delivering this story, Vishnu hands out pictures of India’s
Prime Minister who is known for his corruption and his party loyalty over the
interests of the entire populace.]
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B. Ifa Bayeza: “Le Bain Des Negresses: The Broom Maker”
wakum kum munin
kum baba yano
lai lai tambe
ashe boong a nommo
she wali go
ashe quank
kum baba yano
lai lai tambe
ashe lai lai lai
she wali go
dhum …
who loss duh key banzobo?
i tell you a story while i makin duh broom
i makin duh broom fuh a weddin’
doan know fuh who
but makin it fuh em
tuh joomp!
how i come to be broom makuh, yuh ax?
muh niece ax me tuh mek one,
den anudduh one say, where mine?
den me brudduh wife say
“you could mek bidness outta dis!”
i say, no no no no
dis not fuh trade
dis fuh love!
i’ma tell yuh why
tell yuh story … bout love …
married couple bound togedder
tricked into slabe ship
magic hoe
magic power from Africa
magic words
spinnin
uh tale am is bout
people
who could fly!
turnin into birds
it be duh truth!
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me mudder use tuh tell me
bout em when we sit in
duh city mahket sellin
vegetables n fruit
when i was a chile
i hear lots of
stories bout people flyin’
disappear for week at a time
could fly up inna trees
one of em
me mah say
be me great great great
granmama
tricked ontuh a slabe ship by uh
piece uh red cloth
stop inna field one day
began twirl round
twirl round twirl round twirl round
stretch out she arms
till she fly offa ground
get fooled by a slabe ship
but em fly back home
leff em daughtuh behind
had not taught huh or
tooken huh widdem
so i here to dis day
slabe time be no fairytale
you cannot imagine
she treat so bad just fret n fret n fret
say
we gwine back to Africa so
goodie bye goodie by
den em
flied right outta sight
em hoe keep workin on its own
yuh doan b’leeb me?!
hah! what yuh know?
i’ma tell yuh
Obuh from Africa
have supreme magic power
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magic power give to moses
turn rod into snake
cuz him marry dat african gal
hah!
rod happen in Egypt
dat in Africa
dat happen in Africa duh bible say
n dat show
dat Africa were a lan of magic power
since duh begin uh histry
well den, duh descents of africa hab
duh same gif tuh do unnatchul
ting—
oh i’se heerd duh story uh
duh Flyin Africans
n i sho b’leeb it happen
juss like
I b’leeb in love
wakum kum munin
kum baba yano
lai lai tambe
ashe boong a nommo
she wali go
ashe quank
kum baba yano
lai lai tambe
ashe lai lai lai
she wali go
dhum
hear dat?
birdsongs … magic words
some say yuh need a black cat bone
doan need dat
some say need kill a man
humph! i kin tink uv uh few
doan need dat needer fuh dis—
take wing n fly
like black bird ovuh duh feelds
high abuv duh trees
black skin wid wings flappin gainst
duh brite blue sky
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cdn’t tek dey wings on duh
slabe ship
too crowded, yuh know
but so powerful
dey find way tuh
fly widout wings
rise up inna air
un aided
i dress dis broom
n bless dis broom
caress dis broom
all around
i dress dis broom
n bless dis broom
den gon lay dis broom
onna ground
n dey gon
Joomp!
……
daughter of a shaman she were
in love wid uh prince
but famlies no marry
elduhs say
magic in royalty rule togedder
ony as separate power
since begin uh histry
he duh warrior
fight n protect the people onna groun
an she daughtuh uv wizard
could fly up tuh hebben
n git counsel froom duh gods
n froom dat hite
see boat past n future
n bring good counsel
to duh warrior prince
non
dey say
magic n royalty rule togedder
ony as separate power
since begin uh histry
but dey so in love
dese two
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dey decide to elope
to steal way
n return as man n wife
so no one kin say
nuttin
but she am uh beautiful gull
missin duh finery dat
she wld hab marryin uh prince
wantin to mek duh moment special
seent uh bright red clott
wavin inna wind
but it be uh trick
dey trow em in slabe ship
wings no fit
ovuh duh watuh ovuh duh
watuh’many many day
she cursed wid beauty she
mastuh see huh
monsieur ducat
fall in love
buy her straight way
carry huh bak
to plantation
le plain de la pierre
at duh foot
uh duh Montagne du Rempart
buh him got wife
pink face jealous
so him covuh em lust
n marry huh to blacksmith
slave in him quartuhs
good man em say
he not know how true
massuh marry she off
so all could see
mek em
Joomp de Broom
say dey husbin n wife
n she joomp duh broom
wid duh blacksmit
so all could see
especial la maitresse
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duh wife uh ole ducat
den take huh to duh big hoose
put uh “de” to huh name
like she royalty in french
chirren
one two tree
light n bright
blacksmith him love huh
still
day by day new slabes
work n work inna fields
dey die ebry day
dey no bodder
get anudduh
she inna house
learn writin,
carry huhsef high
smit inna quartuhs
nearby
in dey circumstance
dey kind to each udder
she teeched him writin sum
him hand stiff n ruff from castin iron
him not know any tenderness
but dis
plantation of sugarcane
sweet sweet sweetness
all round
cept in the human heart
den one day
dat one day
she ridin pass duh fields
attendin la maitresse
returnin frum mahket
duh wife ridin inside
tuh shield huh pink face
she ridin atop
like she de royale
attendin duh woman
who husbin bin sneakin roun
she ridin on top like
duh carriage be
uh elephant
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like she uh princess
comin to see huh prince
inna royal caravan
den!
in duh glint of duh sun
she see—
no!
yes?
her long loss love
hoe in him hand
welts on him back
him see huh too
as him stop to wipe brow
know she dare
she so delighted
she heart joomp!
but him so shame
he hide him face
turn way
but den him remember
him a prince
straighten back –
gaze at huh
n wonder at de miracle
he done found her
all way cross duh worlds
n like dat –
dey cannuh help it
cum togedder – dark uh night
by le bain des negresses
he touch huh cheek
she mek herb to sooth em back n
dey bathe inna brackish watuh
turn blue as azure sky
le bain des negresses
a small lake near
duh sea
dare him tell huh
uv him plan
to steal way
but she am not free
in more ways now
two chirren, two husbin
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but he say
dat not who you am
you are the daughter of a shaman
possessed of magic
and you have betrothed yourself to me
n dey plot to run way
blacksmit she cannot tell
babies – cannot take dem
safety were in silence
so she cry inside ebry day
as time near
de night uh no moon –
dey escape —
not to distant mountain
le morne
le montagne du rempart
but to uh cave unduh de groun
from le bain des negresses
duh small lake by duh sea
upon a raft he tooken huh
by winding course
tuh uh cave
tree cavern
connected wid uh lofty arch
ware might be formed
two spacious cabin
duh length not many fathom
the roof admitted ony uv standin uprite
n de bredth were eight tuh ten men
dey arms outstretched
from side to side
covered with woods
the caverns were
inhabited by a set of maroons
known by de whites
fuh dey depredations
n murders
rite beneat duh feelds
uv green sugar stalks
uh hole village –
sleept inna day
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by night maraudin
berths carved outta stone
harth fuh cookin
all unnuh groun
livin dey was
inna livin grave
but free!
him collectin an army
underground
huh belly swell from dis
newborn love
uh new one borne uv love
but one nite
as em belly grow
she sneak way
see huh udder chirren
tru duh trees n—
monsieur kotch huh
n beat beat beat
till she tell
but she no tell
no mattuh duh pain
she bore plenty pain inside
not used to pain out
but she no tell
blacksmit feel duh welt
like em heart stabbed
with em poker
him tell how
had followed she
but let em go
now him tell
to save she
n duh baby
uv yet anudder man
massuh massuh massuh
monsieur ducat
by the light of flambeaux
order pattyrollers to duh
site of duh cave
in fury
cuz she done stole huh sef
from him
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make huh watch
brambles on one side – start fire
smoke em out em say
smoke em out or roast em live!
odder side dey wait
till unduh groun army
run out
shoot em down charge!
huh prince
duh lass one to be slain
dey hold her as she kick
tryin to run to the flame
but she see in him eye –
duh tought uv betrayal
n huh body go limp
as he am cut down
her belly wrench
wid duh pain of him death n
new life break from em loins
baby come out
boat uv em screamin
monsieur no patience fuh dat
blak bastuhd baby
tell blacksmith take em way
fore I kill em too
money after all
him doan wanna waste
no more
dey gadder duh bodies
hack em to pieces
dem pattyrollers
heads on spikes
linin de main road
duh prince head at duh gate
of the big house
eyes wide and defiant
eben in death
for all to see
all to see but she
when she come to
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she no see
she not emself
flew way inside deep
inside where no one could reach
blacksmit tend huh
like she duh baby
den one day her am gon
run way to le morne
le montagne du rempart
duh mountain
she tackle like uh lioness
climb bare feet hands clawin at duh
stone up up duh high peak
to live dare while
grown more wild
ebry day
she spin spin n spin
to grow em wings again
blacksmit bring food
place at duh bottom
den in short time
new soldiuh come
speak in clippy tongue
like parrots call
english
say you am free
marchin marchin marchin
all tru duh lan pronouncin
you am free!
duh people say
in duh mountain
am duh runaway
now kin come home
so dey march
up duh mountain
she see em comin
blacksmith widdem
to tell huh they
am free but
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she see soldiuhs n
remem dat night
n flee high high
up de mountain
to duh highest cliff
lookin ovuh the sea
n dare
she tink on huh love tink on em lan tink on
em journey tink on em power n
spin spin till em feet uh whur
stretch out em arms n shout
i will die or i will fly
but i will be free
n she joomp!
uh black bird
flyin tru duh
bright
blue
sky
…
le cemitaire africaine
bodies buried
wid uh “de”
hers an unmarked grave
blacksmit make em gravestone
becuz she was
his princess
carved it out uv mud
duh few letter she had tot him
marry her to de
ony man she eber love
which were not he
JEAM EMO
NISE In
TENE JULIE &
MarIE BEN I
EttE JULIE NE
URIEAR TEMI
E JULIE N 1848
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jeamemo
nise in
ten e july &
marry ben
eighth july ne
ouvrira temi
july in 1848
Jemima
Was born
Ten July &
Married Ben
Eight July
Ouvrira temi
Will open to me
Ouvrira Temi
I love you
Temi
Love you
July 1848
many year ago, long time ancient time
true love be a journey to find
true love
now we are free
free to love
whoever you love
you make your own story
your own poem
weave your own spell
of
happiness
prosperity
&
Love Love Love – everlasting, everchanging, ever-expanding love —
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n i make dis broom for some couple now
to honor the love that git us here
may it be strong
may it last long
may it be honest n true!
this love!
for it is borne of a power that is magical and golden
born of a people
who could
fly!

Sources
Bablee, Diana, “Les Trois Cavern,” email letter, September 6, 2004.
Hunsicker, Samantha R., Fly Away Home: Tracing the Flying African Folktale from
Oral Literature to Verse and Prose, Ball State University Muncie, Indiana; April 2000.
Le cimetière africain, site visit, January 2003, Plain de St. Pierre, Mauritius.
Wikipedia, History of Martinique,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Martinique
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C. Christina Beam: “To the One Who Stays” (Or, “More Thoughts for Jude”)
I was five years old,
The first time I thought I found you.

His name was Andy Arnesen
He was my best friend and I loved that boy
as much as my little kindergarten heart could love anything.
I used to have elaborate fantasies about him being injured on the playground—
Usually defending my honor—
I would carry him to my house and nurse him back to health,
And then we would kiss passionately.

In first grade, there was Tiger Moynahan,
For whom I drew a fancy greeting card with a tiger on the front
To thank him for being my friend.
I heard years later he got arrested for stealing televisions—
The say everything happens for a reason.

And Kevin Meyer,
Who chased me and my friends around the neighborhood
And killed my pet caterpillar,
Doug Duquette,
Who waltzed with me and whispered “1-2-3” in my ear,
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Chris Davis,
Who loved everyone in school,
Ben Marshalkowski,
Who was my first date,
And Dave,
Who was my first everything else,
Who planned how he would raise his kids with me,
There was Carlos
Who bit my lip,
And Ryan who kissed me with his eyes open,
The handsome blond on the train whose number I almost asked for,
who made me pray every night that when I meet you
I won’t let you pass me by,
Eli, who liked that I like comic books,
And my guitar teacher who still has my copy of The Mummy,
Theo, whose heart I broke,
And Kevin,
To whom I gave everything that I am
And who was not capable of giving back.

I have found men who have been wonderful,
who have been kind and handsome and sweet
Men who have been selfish,
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have been cold,
been confusing,
Men who have introduced me to their mothers
And disappeared the next day
who have lived far away and loved sending me audio files of Pink Floyd’s
“I Wish You Were Here”
But never made an effort to be closer to me
Men who have been scared of their feelings,
Scared of my feelings,
Scared of my heart and its strength
And of breaking it,
Scared of the timing,
Scared of monogamy,
Scared of themselves,
Scared of the future, the past, and the present,
Men who have made me scared.

When I say I’ve been looking for you my whole life,
I mean, I’ve been looking for you my whole life.

The hope of you has gone with me everywhere I’ve been.
It is a hope that I have fought for,
Talked myself out of waiting for the other shoe to drop,
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Talked myself into believing that it is possible to be happy
And for it to be real
And for it not to be taken away.
It is a choice I have made
Every time my heart has been broken,
Every time I’ve been left,
Every time my father has told someone I’m un-marriable,
After every bad OkCupid date,
Every time I’ve felt like I’m not enough,
Like I am unlovable,
Like I do not deserve you,
Every time I thought it was you,
And it wasn’t.

So there are some things you should know about me.
I am one of the strongest women you will ever meet in your life.
I am going to love you more than you could have possibly imagined.
And when things get hard,
Like they do,
You can count on me to stay,
And fight,
And work things through.
I’ve been working on us for twenty-seven years already.
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D. Steve Folmar: “Spirit of the Sea Seeks the Spirit of Man”
[Words from Songs by Nina Simone and Sun Ra]

[The Spirit of the Sea begins in the water, performing ritual movements to transform
into the spirit of man]

Black is the color of my true love's hair
His face so soft and wondrous fair
The purest eyes
And the strongest hands
I love the ground on where he stands
I love the ground on where he stands

Black is the color of my true love's hair
Of my true love's hair
Of my true love's hair

Oh I love my lover
And well he knows
Yes I love the ground on where he goes
And still I hope that the time will come
When he and I will be as one
When he and I will be as one
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When he and I will be as one

So Black is the color of my true love's hair
Of my true love's hair
Of my true love's...

[At this moment the ritual has worked and its singing is suddenly stifled. Her voice has
been taken from her.

She becomes panicked, splashing around and trying to will sound from her mouth

After a while she calms down and becomes overjoyed as she realizes she can now leave
the water

She has become the spirit of man

The moment her feet touch the earth she experiences excruciating pain and doubles
over

she gets up slowly and deliberately, performing a dance that at first causes great pain
but then begins to simultaneously give her great pleasure
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It is a dance of longing and as she becomes more and more desperate her movements
become more and more chaotic

The dance ends with an intense moment of realization and loss

she becomes very still

She sinks to the ground defeated.

She realizes she can now speak and though it is difficult at first she begins to speak to
the people around her]

I am strange

My mind is tinted with the colors of madness
They fight with silent furor in the effort to preserve each other

I am strange

I have approached a degree of love that is so unwise
In one world that it is wisdom in another

I am strange
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I know a secret truth
I have a secret rendezvous
As the wind turges against my window pane.

Come with me it says

[She takes in the spirit of the wind]

Come with me
I’m a force
You are a force
We are brothers
Though I am invisible I cover the earth
When I unravel no wall can hold me
Nothing can withstand my will

What is your thought
What is your desire
You are dear to me
I cannot come to you in full force
For you are too weak to contain me
I might lift you from the ground and frighten you
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In this careless moment I might drop you
In my joy that you want me to come to you
I cannot approach you in your weakness
I am too strong
Come to me
As cautious as your will I will accept you.
For the spirit of man is more like myself than anything on Earth
Almost I think I am the pattern for the spirit of man
Come spirit of man
I will take you to new worlds
I will take you to inner unseen worlds
Greater in splendor than anything Earth contains
If you are fearful you will die in your fear
But if you become as I you will be strong and do as I
I the wind come and go as I choose
And none can stop me

[She is released by the spirit of the wind
She looks at the people around her with a new strength bows her head then calmly
walks back to the water]
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E. Isabelle Giuttari
Stories can be easy.
When I was little, I watched Beauty and the Beast over and over and over
again. I knew all the words by heart and I didn’t think it even remotely odd that
Belle falls in love with the man who has held her captive for so long. I watched their
love story so many times that I knew each beat, each moment and I knew that they
would all live happily ever after in the end.
Back then, I thought stories were easy.
I remember writing my first “book”—I started out at the age of eight with five
sheets of pilfered printer paper. I wrote a title on one, a dedication on the next and
thought, “Phew! Only three more pages to go until my book is done!”
The fairytales surrounding me had tricked me into thinking that stories were
easy.
As I grew up and continued writing, I realized that this was not the case.
Stories get longer. Stories get more complex. Stories get harder.
An idea turns into words turns into nothing. Words become pages become...
nothing. Nothing stays nothing. Until the next idea. Then the idea turns into words
turns into nothing. Words become pages become... nothing. Nothing stays nothing...
And so on.
Until nothing does not stay nothing and nothing becomes something glorious
and wonderful and what was once an idea that became words that became nothing
reverses itself and becomes—something?
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Fairytales make it look easy. What we don’t see is the writers pouring over
pages and pages and drafts and lines and characters desperately trying to tie their
story up somehow so someone can make some sense of it.
What we don’t see is the crossed out lines, the invisible characters. We don’t see the
hours of exertion of trekking across scorching deserts and through crowded
subways and down grassy hills only to climb back up again.
Fairytales make writing look so simple but we know the truth. We know the
hard-fought hours and the late nights.
But the truth is, we wouldn’t have it any other way. Writing in itself is a
fairytale—both pain and promise—equally scalding and sacrificing and satisfying.
On a rainy day it lets us escape to the 1940s and Scarborough and
conversations with dead men and falling in love. Never the same twice, always
pulling us with gravity-like force.
A happy ending is what we all want, right? The princess wants to fall for the
prince, doesn’t she? But if she didn’t fall for the prince—if she realized she could do
better and sent him on his way—I bet she could be just as happy.
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F. David MacArthur
A little explored theme in Cinderella is that of personal loss. Cinderella has
three points in the story where she has this circumstance. The first is the loss of her
father. Her father had been protector, but after his death, she is left to face her harsh
stepfamily alone. Second, she loses her chance to go the ball when her step-sisters
and step-mother rip her dress and refuse to allow her to go. Her final loss is when
she must leave the ball and her dreams behind to return to the cruelty of daily life.
In my interpretative dance, I have tried to capture her feelings of loss and sadness.

[Editor’s Note: David’s movements were very contained—the piece was performed
in less than two square yards, and focuses on different elevations performed in a
repeated circle]
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G. Elyssa Needle
Growing up I didn’t care much for Princesses, even though I always loved
Disney, and Disney movies. I always preferred watching movies with talking
animals, although I loved to dress up in fancy clothes and often had my dog
accompany me. However, Senior High school changed all of that. Our fall musical
my senior year of high school was Beauty and the Beast, I was so excited. Although I
have been involved in theater (in school and local theater) as long as I could
remember, when I got to high school there was a bit of a hierarchy, and only the
seniors got to get the leads especially for girls. I have been working with this with
this director since my freshman year, and I had been increasingly been getting into
more and more plays and was given larger roles, so I worked really hard all summer
to and get the lead role for Beauty and the Beast. First, I downloaded the Broadway
music sing-along and learned every word and note of the play, while wandering
around the backyard, the house, my bedroom singing constantly and trying stay in
character the entire time. My voice teacher also worked with me to perfect the
hardest pieces as well. My mom made Belle's blue dress and brought it over to our
costumer pretending that we just happened to have it already and said it could be
used in the show. I was terrified of this idea because, I thought it would jinx my
chances but it all worked. I did it, I got to be Belle! I never felt more connected to
someone. I loved every second of rehearsals and every performance. I connected
with Belle so much because she moved to a small town where she was considered
“strange,” she loved to escape by reading books, and her best friend was her very
creative father. All of that felt so true to my life story. I lived with my mom in the
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suburbs of Chicago. It was just me and my mom (who is the most creative person
I’ve ever met) and she’s still my best friend. Just like Belle’s dad she’s very crafty
and is very unique. She’s never tried to fit in, she is just herself. Being a single
parent is pretty tough though and I had to be pretty independent and resourceful,
like Belle I loved lot of stories and I was always busy thinking of ways to keep myself
occupied. When she got remarried we moved to a very small town in Maine, and I
never quite felt as if I fit in and I read fiction to escape. During that play, I wasn’t just
playing Belle I became Belle. I still love to wear my hair in a ponytail most of the
time because that became so comfortable and normal during the course of that
show, and that was over four years ago.
I really loved being able to wander around the stage reading, since that is
something that I personally can’t do, due to my severe dyslexia. While I was Belle, I
could read and everyone else couldn’t. It was nice to think I can do this and it felt
good. Almost everyone in the entire school knew about my dyslexia, since it’s so
severe, I’ve always had to be very open about it. One of my teachers came to me one
day and commented on the fact that the one thing I can not do is the one thing Belle
loves to do the most. I didn’t quite know how to feel about that, and to be fair,
people did have to teach me how to hold book so that it looked like I was actually
reading it, both as I walked around the stage and sitting down to "read" it to the
Beast. It would be a lot easier to either live in a time when people didn’t read so
much, or it would have been a lot easier if I weren't dyslexic. These are things I
thought about most of my life. However, my mom has to remind me that I listen to a
tremendous number of books, and retain more information from listening to books,
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in a year than most people do in their lifetime. Thankfully, I am a very auditory
person and now there are audiobooks and many of the stories that Belle talked
about in the play, like King Arthur and Jack and the Bean Stalk, are the types of
fantasy stories I love to get lost in.
Since then, I have learned to love several of the Disney princesses and I
actually feel connected to many of them for different reasons. For instance, I feel
very connected to Rapunzel, who got herself out of and abusive parental
relationship. She is also brave enough to go explore the world because she dreamed
that she could. She’s extremely intelligent, artistic, she loves animals, and tends to
act a little goofy. I feel connected to her because of all of those things. I also feel
connected to Ariel and her longing to explore, and because of her curiosity about
how the world works. I feel connected to her sense of duty and how much she
wants to keep her dad safe, but she fights for what she believes. Then there is
Cinderella’s never-ending hope that the world can be better, despite her terrible
circumstances. Disney is full of strong women characters, like Queen Elsa from
Frozen who finally braves the world and becomes strong enough to show everyone
who she really is. There are some evil queens but that doesn’t mean they are strong
and independent. Many of the Disney princesses are wonderful and amazing role
models, if you could just look past the fact that most want to fall in love, but that
seems to be changing. Being able to perform as Belle was an amazing and wonderful
experience that I wouldn’t change for anything in fact, it influenced my decision
about what I want to do with my life. Ideally, I’d love to work at Disney World as a
princess, but after working there I realize that having any position gives me the
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ability to transport myself into the fairy tale. There’s something so rewarding about
being able to work inside a fantasy wonderland every day. Disney builds such real
places from their movies. I love being completely immersed in their world, it feels
wonderful to work at a place that encourages you to create happiness, and magic,
whenever possible. Isn’t that what the Disney movies do too? However, if possible, I
would still love to be a princess.
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H. Shannon Nelson-Maney
The beautiful woods are home to fairies flitting, Unicorns galloping, Maidens
singing, children frolicking and animals running around in the bright sun. When
suddenly a turn of events happens and the story turns dark and macabre. The trees
curl, the Owls screech, twigs snap. Some stories don’t go back to the sunny happy
fairytales. Some stay dark. Some stay gloomy. Some fall into the deep abyss of chaos
and cruelty. These stories were the ones I journeyed into, the stories I was told
before bed. These stories made me wanting more terror.
Having dark stories from a young age has changed my perspective towards
the world I walk around wary of what's to come. Scary stories still run rampant
through my life. My favorite authors are Stephen King, horror fanatic, and Michael
Crichton, who’s thrillers leave me on the edge of my seat. Both authors relate to the
Brothers Grimm stories I was told as a child. The stories are grotesque, magical, and
they connect with my inner fascination of the macabre.
Lately I’ve been thinking about the balance in fairytales. No matter how
beautiful and romantic they are there’s always something dark that happens and
creates the story. The big difference between the Brothers Grimm fairy tales and
Disney fairytales is that in the former things don’t always end in happily ever after,
more often they end in what you and I may consider awful, terrible, horrifying, grim.
One of the Fairy tales I was told as a kid was one called the Stubborn Child. This
story talks about a young boy who “died” of sickness. He never actually died and
when he was being buried he kept popping his arm out until his mother eventually
beat him to death.
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I have a fascination with the dark and terrifying, solely for the purpose that I
want to be prepared as best as they can against the unknown. Fairytales have
ensnared me in the duality of magic. They’re dark and beautiful and being read
these grim stories from a young age I see the balance between the two.
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A. Claudia Nolan
I have loved fairytales for about as long as I can remember. I grew up reading
feminist retellings of some of the stories, and, of course, as a ‘90s child, through the
eponymous Disney. There were so many things I loved about them—the escapism of
the stories took me to far away lands where magic was commonplace, and people
could fight monsters and win. I grew up with women who wore pretty dresses AND
rescued themselves.
I also grew up spending a lot of time in the woods. My dad was an arborist
and we spent many weekend afternoons out for hikes, sometimes just us and
sometimes with the whole family. My wanderlust definitely also came from him—
whether local or international, he loved to go to new places and meet new people.
It wasn’t until my first semester of college that I had the opportunity to really
study fairytales, though. I took a class in the English department on The Hero’s
Journey. It was there that I encountered the Icelandic story “The Seal’s Skin”. I had
loosely been familiar with the figure of selkies, but I had not known the story until
then. Similar iterations about a seal/woman exist in cultures in many parts of the
arctic, including an Inuit version as well.
The story features a lonely fisherman out on his boat one day when he sees a
group of women, naked, dancing on the rocks. They are stunningly beautiful. He
realizes that there is a pile of seal skins sitting on the edge of the rocks. He sneaks up
and steals one, just as the women notice him, and quickly slip back into their skins
and glide away into the water in their seal form. One woman is left behind, missing
her skin. He takes her home and makes her his wife after hiding the skin deep in a
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chest in his house that he locks up tight, keeping the key on him at all times. Time
passes, and the couple have a child. The woman gradually becomes more and more
sickly. One day, the man becomes complacent and forgets the key at his house as he
leaves to go fishing. The woman takes her skin out of the chest. She is upset to leave
her child but needs to return to the sea and her family. It sings in her veins and she
cannot remain on land. The man is devastated when he returns home to find her
gone. In some versions of the story, though, the son is spotted sometimes singing
out on the water, surrounded by a large group of seals.
This story resonated with me on a really deep level when I first read it, and
has stayed with me for a number of reasons. I’ve always appreciated stories that
don’t necessarily end with a “happily ever after”; they reflect the realities of life.
Moreover, I too for many years have felt that sense of unsettledness that the woman
does while living on land—being in grad school in Massachusetts for three years is
the longest I have been anywhere for almost a decade. While I don’t know where
that “home” the seal wants to return to is for me, I understand that longing to go, to
wander. I crave that wild-ish female nature of belonging deeply and solely to myself;
to know, and to feel whole. “Fernweh” I believe is the German term for a longing for
a place where one has never been.
It’s why I wear hiking boots under my princess dress.
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J. Jen Onopa: “Little Red: Deception, Death, and Rebirth”
Setting: I will be sitting or standing hopefully near a tree on a small blanket where I
will invite guests to partake in joining me for a bit of cake and wine, the items which
were in Little Red’s basket for grandmother. (If people don’t drink wine I’ll bring a
non-alcoholic alternative as well).
I will wear some kind of red cape and, if I can make it happen, a hood. If I can find
them, I will make a pile of stones near me. I might be stacking them as I wait for people
to come by.
The truth is, I don’t really love fairytales. I don’t find them as useful
guideposts for living as an independent and complex woman. The women in most of
the fairytales I read as a child were ingenues waiting to marry or evil stepmothers,
and little variation existed other than these tropes. I don’t believe in fairytale
endings and I don’t particularly believe in marriage as being the zenith of my
happiness.
I would rather, however, discuss the darker side of fairytales: the eating of a
poisoned apple, the shoving of an evil old woman into an oven, the swallowing of a
young girl by a deceptive wolf dressed as a granny. The viciousness, the revenge, the
deception of fairytales is where I find more lasting narrative power. When reading
certain fairytales, I could exercise these emotions I felt as a young person that were
not allowed to be expressed with others because it was not polite and not good
behavior. I could experience the satisfaction of revenge, such as a woodsman
cutting open the wolf’s stomach to free Little Red (in the version with which I am
most familiar). I was discouraged from enacting revenge. I was taught to ‘take the
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high road.’ But inside I dreamed about it, and I still envision incredible scenarios of
revenge against people who have wronged me or others I know. I never actually
enact them, but I don’t deny thinking about them. So I love stories where the villain
dies a horrible and truly satisfying death.
Little Red faces deception when she reaches her grandmother’s house, and I
can relate to feelings of deception that I have faced when learning or experiencing
certain harsh realities in life that counter hopes or expectations. Over the past few
years I have met with a very harsh reality about a life expectation I have always held
and which I now realize will just not happen as expected. Most unrealized
expectations hurt, but this one has been particularly stinging and difficult. I think
about Little Red and how she vulnerably walked into her grandmother’s house
expecting to see her grandmother and becoming tricked by the wolf and ultimately
eaten alive…a truly painful experience! And to think of being alive while dead in the
wolf’s belly! And to greet her dear Granny in there! And then her male savior came
and cut open the wolf and freed her, and that part makes me gag, but the idea of
going through a death and rebirth feels exciting and refreshing. I understand the
death of an expectation and a rebirth of new possibilities and of creative actions to
put it all behind me and to move forward. Little Red and her granny chose to fill the
wolf’s belly with stones. I choose to make theater.
To possibilities and to theater… (toast with whoever has a cup with me)
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K. Emma Perakis
You ever wonder ‘bout all those pretty blonde princesses, always getting
their “happily ever after”? ‘Cause I do. I wonder, how the hell do they do it? How the
hell do they come to terms with the fact that their lives would otherwise be
meaningless without a prince? Growing up I just never felt like I would get that
perfect princess romance, Disney really got my hopes up with Belle but just because
you have brown hair and like books doesn’t mean you’ll ever be as perfect as her.
I’ve thought this ever since I was a kid, ever since I couldn’t have a five-inch-waist or
shiny golden hair flowing down past my knees. I mean, sure it must be easy for
them, there’s no food up in the tower so that dress will fit, and there probably isn’t a
barber trapped up there too so, no haircuts. But, what makes them so special that
they always get to ride off into the sunset?
I mean sure, the evil stepsisters were bastards but, they cut off their toes for
“Mr. Prince Charming” and it still wasn’t enough for him!? Like, dude, they cut off
their toes! For you! Now that’s dedication. What did Cinderella ever do? Have a
strange and, quite frankly, unnatural relationship with some birds? Big whoop,
anybody can be zoophilic if they try hard enough. I just don’t get it, men, or should I
say boys, in the real world still only want their Cinderellas and Repunzells, not the
ugly stepsisters. Sometimes I think that mirror on the wall is my only friend, until
the voice on the other side says “you’ll never be the fairest of them all”. You know
who is? Tiny blondes with soft voices and good hearts...So, what does that make me?
Too curvy, too outspoken, too...brunette to get my “happily ever after”? An ugly
stepsister? I have two brothers, so, I mean, what do you think? *ask an audience
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member* (Awww, you’re lying. I know that game / Does he know I’m talking to him?
Whatever they never say anything nice anyway). Maybe someday we’ll have a
princess who eats cheeseburgers or plays a contact sport or who isn’t a soprano
one! Maybe...maybe one day I’ll be that princess. Oh! Did you hear that!? Another
prince! Stall him for me, will you? I’ve gotta go break another rib.
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L. Izzy Salant: “Who Cares?”
Who cares? Who cares? I’m genuinely asking, who the hell cares? Cinderella
got her prince, who cares? Snow white was woken up from her slumber, who cares?
Fiona married Shrek, okay I actually care about that one, but really, who cares? My
whole life I’ve seen the same story. There’s a princess in a
tower/castle/palace/house and she’s guarded by a dragon/witch/evil stepmother
and then the prince saves them and whisks them away and they live happily ever
after. Does anyone see the problem with this? Most of these fairytales, they met in
ONE DAY. How the hell can they have a happy ending after that? Snow white was
awoken by loves first kiss, except she had met the prince ONCE, and he literally just
found her ASLEEP and then KISSED HER. That’s ridiculously screwed up. And now
ya’ll are gushing over them and saying what a beautiful story it is, and who the hell
cares?
Want a reality check? Life isn’t full of happy endings. Odds are your prince
charming will be a 30 year old man with an office job with a closest thing to a horse
being the logo on their car. Though, if they’re rich enough to afford a Ferrari, they
might actually have a horse. Regardless, life isn’t this magical land of fantasy where
everything works out in the end. And yet we let children grow up learning this, until
the harsh truth of life hits them out of the blue. One day it’s, “Someday my prince
will come,” and the next it’s, “I’m 43, have two kids and have been divorced twice.”
We shouldn’t be selling kids these censored version of Grimm stories because
ultimately it sets them up for the one question they’ll ask every day:
“Where’s my happy ending?”
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Well, where is it? I’ve lived through a mother’s suicide, the abandonment of
friends, two women who let me give them the world until they told me it wasn’t
mine to give, and the best I have is content. I’m not upset where my life is right now,
but I don’t have a happy ending. Fairytales don’t prepare you for what happens
when you live with a single father for 4 years. Fairytales don’t help you when the
person you loved calls you to say they’re in love with someone else. Fairytales are
just that, tales. They’re stories. They’re wonderful stories, but they’re stories.
Life isn’t this magical cake walk. There’s no fairy godmother who’s going to
bippity boppity boo your ass to happiness. But there is a way to make life seem
magical.
Find happiness in the little things, but don’t expect everything to always be
okay. Allow yourself to feel hurt, allow yourself to LIVE LIFE, because expectations
are made to be broken, so instead of waiting for your prince, princess, frog,
whatever you want, go out and make yourself one.
Now, if you’ll excuse me, I’m going to go back up this tree to give my spiel to
the next random group of people. Please continue as you were. Or don’t. Who cares?
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M. Shaila Schmidt
Lights up on GIRL. GIRL has big, frizzy curly and is attempting to
straighten it with a flatiron to no avail. Somewhere onstage there is an
imaginary mirror that she primps in front of. When she addresses the
audience it’s as if she is talking to friends we cannot see who are also
getting ready with her.

After a few moments of straightening with no result, she lets out noise in
frustration and looks like she’s going to throw the flat iron.

AAARGHHHH.

Gesturing with the flatiron:
You know how in Cinderella, it only takes one wave of the Fairy Godmother’s wand
to POOF, transform dull, dingy Cinderelly into the belle of the ball, Cinderella?
Where do I get me one of those?

Goes back to mirror/straightening her hair.
After a moment, still straightening:
She made it look so easy. Like all I had to was ditch my glasses, get new clothes,
straighten my hair…

(in defeat) Why am I even doing this?
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(in indignation) Why AM I even doing this?
Continues to flatiron and address the
audience throughout the following:
Life’s just not that easy, you know? Not everyone gets a happily ever after, some
fairytale ending where all the wrongs get righted. Life is messy. And complicated.

Prince Charming doesn’t come riding in on a white horse to sweep you off your feet
and save you from your awful, meager existence. Or, if he does, he’s 20 minutes late
with no apology or two years too soon while you’re still in your party girl phase.

Or, his horse turns out to be a fat, greying donkey that only seats one, so you have to
follow alongside him half walking, half running to keep up.

Or, what’s really more likely is that they appear to be the Prince Charming of your
fairytale dreams, but at midnight he turns back into the boy who teased you because
of your hair on the bus to and from school all through elementary and middle
school.

Sometimes you use the fact that you lost your glasses playing in the ocean as an
excuse to finally get contacts, get some tasteful highlights, never let anyone see your
hair when it’s not straightened, and the slipper still doesn’t fit. No matter how many
toes you cut off. Or, it fits like the most comfortable pair of slippers you’ve ever
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stepped foot in, but the longer you wear them, the more and more your feet begin to
ache. Or, they are in fact a perfect fit, but they go with absolutely nothing in your
closet.

Pause. A long, thoughtful pause that maybe goes on long
enough that the audience thinks GIRL is done with her
monologue.
Her frustrations and pessimistic attitude softens…

My transformation lasted well past midnight but never resulted in a happily ever
after. Steph called it “the summer I got pretty,” remember? All that work and I
somehow, I ended up with a guy who actually loves my curly hair and thinks I look
good in glasses…that’s not how Disney lead me to believe I’d find someone…

GIRL stops with the flatiron, stares at herself for a
moment, then begins wrapping the flatiron as if she is
putting it away. It should be a signal of some sort of selfacceptance, but not confident and not defeated either. A
hopeful sadness about her?

I really wish I believed in fairytales, you know? I hope that Cinderella really did live
happily ever after, that she was rescued in the way she needed to be rescued…
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My mother never read to me at night. It’s not her fault—she had to work, to provide
for me and my sister…
But sometimes I wonder, if she had read me some fairytales, would I believe in
them? Would I believe that everyone gets their fairytale ending?

GIRL goes back to primping and pulls a wedding
dress out of a bag. She begins to smooth the tulle
and lay it out, examining it, maybe even goes to
put it on…
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N. Gaven D. Trinidad: “Jack and the Beanstalk”
My first book was a copy of Jack and the Beanstalk. My mother, who is
sentimental, has collected artifacts from my childhood documenting our travels,
moving into the East Village, as well as my time abroad. Amongst the artifacts is this
copy of Jack and the Beanstalk. It’s still pristine, except for the edges of the book that
I had drooled on as a baby. I do have vivid memories of my parents reading me this
story, and I wonder why this was my first?
My family like Jack’s started from very modest means. They lived in the
provinces of the Philippines – farmland, bamboo trees, and rice fields. I am what
people call a “satellite baby,” a child born to immigrant parents and then sent back
to the parents’ home country to be raised with the benefit of having American
citizenship. I lived my early life as a child, living between Manila and New York City
– as my mother was doing her best to build financial stability for the family. Just like
Jack, my mother had dreams for me to bring financial success to the family. In many
ways, this is how she sees love. To provide. After all the sacrifice she had made for
me to live and go to school in the U.S., I want to thank her, but maybe not in the way
that she wants.
It’s been hard to realize that I cannot be Jack, bringing riches from the sky to
my mother. Nor can I kill the Giant, who in my life are the financial challenges to live
as an immigrant family in the United States. As a theatremaker, I know I am not in
the career for the money; and it has been difficult for my mother to grasp that I will
not show her the riches that she thought that the family will amass if she were to
raise a family in the United States.
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I will neither bring home a golden harp nor a goose that lays golden eggs.
Please don’t confuse her expectations of money as greed, but rather wanting her
family to having something more than what she had. When my mother and I went to
the Philippines, I discovered a collection of letters my grandparents had written to
my mother when she went to college. My grandfather wrote: “Poverty doesn’t define
you or where you go in life.” I don’t know if ever my mother will ever see my theatre
as riches for the family, but I do.
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